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Foreword

This document contains some guidelines for the co-ordination of the

governmental "budgets with development plans. It is divided in four

chapters. The first one deals with a general discussion of the relationships

between planning and budgeting* The second refers to the system of

classifications necessary fcr the harmonization of development plans and

fiscal budgets, The third includes seme models and schemes for the

presentation of the budget in order to reflect development planning. The

laat one examines the main procedures for producing the harmonization of

plans and budgets, and gives dome models and forms to be used.

These aspects are analysed under the basis of United Nations documents,

mainly the Manual for the Economic and Functional Classification of

Government Transactions (ST/TAA/m/12) and the Manual for Programme and

Performance Budgeting (E/CN.12/BRW.2/L.4) and the Reports of the Workshop

on Budget Classification and Management held in different regions $t the

world.

The matters here discussed are not new; but this document is intended

to present them in comprehensive terms for helping African countries in

the modernization of their budgetary systems, improving budget planning

and control. This document must be understood as an effort for the

adaptation of modern budgetary techniques to African conditions of today.

The models and schemes here included represent an ideal to which the

budget reforms have to advance in future years. But these guidelines will

help in the process of giving some g^als to be obtained after a few years

of efforts* Every government can judge the advantages of modern techniques;

but they have to decide the way to introduce these new principles and

techniques in their own practices, using their staff and international

technical assistance; adapting the new procedures to the tradition and new

conditions created by the independence process»



Independence means new responsibilities in agrarian development,

industrialization, building infrastructure, extending education, protect

public health, creation of national army and police and so on. Colonial ■

type of budget was not prepared for these responsibilities. Therefore

a budget reform is the necessary complement of national independence.

This will permit a better allocation of resources, a greater mobilization

of internal and external resources, and an increase in the productivity

of the public sector as a whole.

For these purposes, many African countries are using their annual

budgets for implementing development plans. a groat number of governments

prepare capital or Development Budget separated from the Recurrent Budgets.

But development is not only a consequence of new investments; it is also

influenced by expenditures in education, public health, agricultural

services, etc., which are not investments, but essential services for

improving productivity.

Therefore it is not enough to plan physical investments; a comprehensive

Planning is necessary for all types of economic and social expenditures

(recurrent and capital) incide a national strategy for development. In order
to mak3 explicit the development strategy to be followed through the budget

structure a sectoral classification of expenditures adapted to developing

countries is suggested here as a main pattern for classifying government .

expenditures. This classification gives, also, the frame for the

presentation of specific programmes and projects.

The central idea of modern budgeting is the allocation of available

resources to specific sectors, programmes and projects, inside a development

strategy established in national plans and/or policies. Every country can

uje, in this context, the accounting procedures they believe arc the most

appropriate in terms of tradition and national goals. But the problem of

allocation of scarce resources inside some selected priorities can only

be solved if adequate new techniques for planning and control are

introduced.

11
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chapter i

relationships between flaming ah) government budgeting

1. In developing countries the problem which dominates all other is that

of promoting economic and social development. This entails structural

changes and the establishment of an adequate pattern of investments.

Development plans are the main instrument to discipline the process of

structural changes and to formulate priorities for the investments. To

assist-in this process, many governments of developing countries of the

different regions of the world are using programming techniques and

approving development plans for the long and intermediate term.

2. But these plans must be executed in the short term through adequate

instruments. For the public sector, the main instrument fcr the allocation

and mobilization of resources is the budget. Thus the annual budget becomes

the...principal tool for the execution of development plans in the public

sector .in- the short run. But not only this intellectual approach has

influenced the thinking of modern governments.

1• Factors which led to budgetary reforms

3. Various aspects are combining to exert pressure on the public sector

and enhance its responsibilities in the economic and social field. Thes«

broader requirements impel the need to introduce changes in the method of

utilizing the resources controlled by the Government with a view to

obtaining optimum results through official action,,

4. -There are many factors which can be said to have brought about the

reforms of budgetary systems. Without attempting to indicate their order

of importance, and still less to analyse them all, some facts can be

singled cut as the most outstanding. To begin with, it should be mentioned

that Africa^is one of these geographical areas of the world which have a

high rate of population growth. The rapid increase in the population

(often unaccompanied by a proportional expansion of production) and in

some cases the concentration in some areas, f.i. the Nile Valley in TTAR

and the North Region in Nigeria, are in itself a natural factor of
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increment in public expenditure and government activities. The necessity

of providing for an ever increasing number of persons under the public

health, education, housing and social security programmes obviously

contributes to the expansion of government services in such areas.

5- The provision of these social services is possible only if there is

a simultaneous increase in the production of food products, manufactures

and other basic goods, which cannot be achieved without the expansion of

installed production capacity, and this in turn hinges on the development

of the transport and communications system. The growth of these economic

services designed to increase the infrastructure gives rise to further

need for State action, a state of affairs which experience in these

countries has shown to be inevitable.

6. ' ?he combination of factors referred to above has helped to enhanoe the

size and complex nature of the organization of the public sector. A great

many bodies have been set up to deal with the various problems generated by

a developing economy in a state of transition. The expanding organization

of the public sector was one of the answers of the community to the problem

of having to satisfy a growing population's increasing economic and cultural

needs. This expansion of the organization of the public sector could not 1*«

planned by the various governments and was often too great for available

financing to permit the attainment of even a minimum level of operational

efficiency. Conjointly with the growth of public agencies there has been

a sizable increment in the labour force employed by government services,

which has rendered public administration more complex and its operations

more costly.

7. The logical consequence of the factors mentioned above has been the

growth of public expenditure. Africa's public sector as a whole is at

present absorbing from 10 to 35 per cent of the gross domestic product.

Such a large share of domestic production has not been accompanied, as

might have been desired, by a simultaneous improvement of efficienoy in

utilizing these resources.
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8. ■ The very requirements of economic development have imposed on many

governments the task of increasing their investment expenditure.

Expansion of the private ^cc+ci- exerts pressure on the public sector,

as in the case cf considerable industrial expansion which must be

acc.omPanied by..pulDlic w°rk3 designed to enlarge the supply of electric

energy, water, highways, etc, all of which are the responsibility of

the public sector. The rate of public investment, in its turn, has

become one of the main contributions to the country's efforts in the

direction of capital formation, accounting some time for about 30 to 50

per cent, of domestic investment,

9. The African economies-, whose development is closely bound up with

world ma-rket conditions, call for urgent state action for the creation

of a stable, and, even compensatory> market which will guarantee some

degree of equilibrium in effective demand. This level of fiscal demand

becomes an incentive to the growth of production in countries whose .raw

material prices fluctuate abroad and where large sectors of the population

lack sufficient purchasing power and are therefore excluded from the

.market. Government demand would appear to provide an answer to the

narrowness of the_ markets in r.any African countries. On the other hand,

there is manifest maladjustment in many countries between existing public

needs, the current uce cf resources controlled by the government, and

the financial resource: :v.ailtVjle. As a result, on the one hand, the

structure of the expenditure budget is incompatible with the real order

of priority with which public needs should be met, and on the other, the

level of public expenditure is not in line with the financial possibilities

created by a tax system vrhich, as a rule, is inflexible and inadequate.

10, The State's responsibilities vis-a-vis economic and social development

urgently demand that a process for rationalising the use of government

funds be instituted within the public sector. One way of accomplishing

this would be to redistribute public expenditure according to the new

patterns created by the change brought about in the relative importance

of public needs. A firct stage 0- this task would consist, therefore,
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in planning public expenditure and in adapting it to the actual financing

available. The redistribution of public expenditure should be effected

along, the lines indicated for the medium and long term in economic

development plans.

2. Administrative faotors which create the need for a reform of the

budgetary system

11. The urgent necessity to rationalize public expenditure so as to adapt

it more olosely to the requirements arising out of the changes in the

pattern of public needs has been acknowledged by many governments. Planning

systems have been established partly in response to this recognition.

However, this change in the outlook of senior government officials, has

been influenced by factors not only outside the actual structure of the

public sector, but also within the State machinery itself.

12. In the first place, mention should be made of the growing, tendency.of

many governments to present a chronic deficit in the public finances. In

this connexion, it should be remembered that the fiscal deficit as a

proportion of the central government's total expenditure in some countries

ia as high as 50 per centr Often this deficit is largely a consequence of

the excessively inflexible nature of the tax system and of the extensive

growth of public expenditure. The composition of the latter is also

dependent upon innumerable laws and regulations which in some degree "freeze"

the structure of public expenditure.

13. In such cases, the budget is nothing but a passive mechanism reflecting

a list of receipts and expenditures. This is the result of traditional

budget systems which above all are a tool for the accounting control of ■

government transactions, the structure of the budget being such that it can

control only the formal and legal use of public funds. Thus, in effect,

it is confined to showing the sums of money to be spent, and the goods

and services to be purchased, by each individual government agency.

Consequently, it is classified by institutions - ministries and departments -

and by object of expenditure, eog. salaries, purchases of materials and the

purchase of services. The purpose of this presentation is to determine

_1/ Percentage related to total expenditures
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the amount of the funds and to allocate responsibility for them, in order

to .facilitate the accounting and auditing of the application of the budget.

The result is that the executive official earmarks the funds for the

expenditure contemplated, but has not responsibilities for seeing that

they are used efficiently in relation to the objectives for which the

appropriations in question have been approved by the government.

14. In many countries the budget is formulated on routine lines through

requests for allotments submitted by each individual agency, An effort is

made to prevent such allotments from increasing annually beyond a certain

minimum rate, without taking into account the actual needs of the services

and taking care to see that no new agencies or items of expenditure arise.

Budgets so constituted are later subject to successive changes. The Budget

Office usually cuts down the request f*r allotments submitted by the

ministries, but in the normal course of events does not always so distribute

them as to cover the most urgent rather than supplementary items; thus it

usually fails to imprint a clear orientation on public expenditure in

relation to economic and social development needs. The Cabinet and

legislative bodies tend to introduce changes and curtail resources on an

over-all basis, or to add new expenditures or projects which, in the

circumstances, cannot be considered more suitable as regards the services

it is wished to extend to the community through the budget submitted for

their approval,

15- The foregoing considerations also make application of the budget an

essentially mechanical process. Bach agency does its best to use up the

funds allotted to it, often without even establishing an annual programme

of priorities; and there are cases where bodies which have obtained surplus

funds with respect to their operational capacity endeavour to spend them

before.the end of the financial year - m order to justify their requests -

on not particularly urgent projects. The application of the budget is not

explicitly forced to use rational, criteria in order to obtain the maximum

yield from resources. The procedures for its application have become a

matter of routine in many countries and foster a passive cutlock and attitude

in the government official, Mcrecver, the accounting mechanism is usually
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highly complex and hampers the process of application to the detriment

of efficient State action. Transactions are recorded at several different

stages, first "by the accountants attached to spending office, then "by the

Treasury "bookkeepers, and lastly by officials of the Comptroller's Office.

The auditors review the accounts or effect a prior control in search of

legal or accounting errors in order to prevent fraud or embezzlement, which

constitutes whole process of inspection, independently of the substantive

aspects of ogvernraent action.

16. Lastly, the results of the financial transactions are presented in

the form of general balance sheets by the Ministry of Finance. These are

often unintelligible even to fiscal experts, who find themselves unable

to interpret the closed budget accounts and items.

17. To sum up, the traditional budget is aesigned to facilitate its

management, accounting, and auditing, to the detriment of its usefulness

for purposes of economic and fiscal policy, and the rationalization and

programming of government activities. However, the financial crisis

affecting many countries and the urgent need to implement economic and social

development programmes have imposed the necessity of allotting resources in

terms of given objectives and priorities, and of meeting goals in the

provision of social services which had been progressively deferred, as in

the case of education and public health. It has therefore been sought to

establish in the budget specific responsibility for the activities which

must be carried out and stree has been laid on the pressing need to make

the existing procedures more flexible and to improve the machinery for

adopting decisions on government action. In order to satisfy these

requirements and goals, a new budgetary technique known as programme and

performance budgeting has been adopted. Immediate practical examples cf

this technique are the budgets of the United States and the Philippines,

and their rules and princijles have been systematized by the United Nations

in its Manual for Programme and Performance Budgeting (e/CN.12/BRW.2/L.4

and Add.?), which has served as a guide for the budgetary reforms

undertaken in various African, Asian and Latin American countries.
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18. Interest in "budgetary techniques has teen mounting in Africa, Asia ;

and Latin America in recent years. Many governments are facing thorny '

fiscal problems, and find themselves confronted with the imperative need

to control inflation and at the same time improve the allocation of

resources with a view to the acceleration of development, in conformity

with long and medium-term plans.

19. This.concern to use the budget as an integral part of a scheme embracing

many objectives found support in the studies and reports that various inter

national .agencies had been preparing beforehand. Suffice it to mention, for

example, ..in the field of classification of transactions, the work"of

-research.and dissemination carried out by the Fiscal and Financial Branob

-erf-,the United Nations Bureau of Economic Affairs, through its manual:en

economic and.functional classification of government transactions? the

manual on programme and performance budgeting; and the experience contributed

to/the, reports. of the Workshops on Budgetary classification and management-

held _in-various continents, and the inter-rcgional meetings as well.

3. 'Advantages of budgetary_ref_2rm£ '

20. The significant progress that has been made in budgetary reforms can be

explained both by the increasingly widespread recognition of the need for

.planning and.of the role of the budget in a planned development policy, and

-.byt-heJ Refits achieved in reforus of the type in question. Even in the

absence of prog-ramming for the economy as a whole, the performance budget

would have the great advantage of promoting and stimulating the rationaliza

tion of public expenditure, which in turn would considerably improve the

productivity of government operations. By -ay of illustration, it may be'

said that performance budgeting would :?ake it possible"to analyse and solve

problems relating to maximum yields or to spscific lines of production, even

if in default of a programme it could not be determined whether the Government

was doing what actually was most urgently needed or of top priority for the

country's economic development. Obviously, however, this instrument can be

turned to maximum account when it is installed in conjunction with an explicit

economic and social development programme.
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21. Thus, the advantages of the performance budget may be synthetized

from the standpoint of the efficiency of the public administration and

from the special angle of the formulation of a carefully-thought-out

fiscal policy in respect of economic and social development.

(a) Efficiency of the public administration

22. The performance budget facilitates evaluation of the productivity «f

the public administration, since it indicates the resources expended and

applied to obtain specific outputs. It supplies the offices responsible

for administrative rationalization with the information they require in

order to carry out studies and adopt decisions with a view to raising

productivity, and to detect the duplication of work, superfluous expenditure

and waste of resources that are common occurence in the public administration.

The merits and demerits of grouping or separating activities in different

administrative bodies responsible for their execution, in accordance with

the conditions prevailing in each country, the advantages of specialization,

or questions of economies of scale, can be analysed on technical bases.

Prom other standpoints, this type of budget brings into evidence any lack

of co-ordination between activities that are mutually complimentary or aim

at the same specific goal; facilitates the assignation of specific

responsibilities by administrative unitsj and enables the various levels

of hierarchy or co-ordination to be logically determined. In this connexion*

it often happens that the basic analyses for the installation of a p&rfftrmanee

budget reveal the need to remodel the structure of the Government's

administrative organs.

23. Furthermore, it should be pointed out that the practice of formulating

such budgets gradually creates habits of looking ahead and planning in the

officials concerned, while at the same time it helps to assemble a great

deal of data and information in the offices of each agency and in the

central budget office, which are useful for the establishment or the

improvement of an effective and integrated planning process.
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(b) Formulation of fjgoal

24= The performance budget supplies the information that is essential

for the more accurate gi^duatioi. of public expenditure in relation to

fiscal policy. Time, for example, it enables the effects of variations

in public expenditure 011 the r^at of the economy to be approximately

quantified? and indicates the economic sectors whose influence is

particularly strong ^ regards roth their immediate and their induced

effects,

25. Hence it is possible t- evaluate the modification that will have to

be introduced if, f^r instance, foreign exchange expenditure is to be

reduced by a given amount. Birri.larly, more information is available for

the purposes of assessing the .otal utilization of resources likely to

derive from an expansion of Government activity. Measures can thus be

graduated, and care tcv^i V> ;-:vcvGnt the commission of those exaggerations

which are common in p-aotxee i;hon, zor want or resources, activity undergoes

a severe contraction th*t .^ rsaUj- nacussary, or when, for the sake of

encouragement, it is ^i^n a. r/crcr^v impetus than is feasible in relation

to available . res> junec,

26. Furthermore,, it in a oioai-j of avoiding tho arbitrary decisions tc which

traditional budgets load'-wh^ ymtdo for specific expenditure items are

reduced or au-mei-tod wither- c:^ rc-a^ to -,, fact that they are partial

inputs in a rrodanti.rr, a^ivUy Mi,,t L^ould be regarded as one indivisible

whole, at least K/.ti^n certain i:i;ai-;c.

27< This bud^tary ^cbirL^: n,ak^ it possible to lay do.;n exactly what

the government r:ust do in oc^o^ity -srith development >bjectives and targets.

It translates the ^vei^e^'s direct par tioipat i.or in the programmo into

terms of concrete dooisic-is, and becomes the operational instrument of

short-term govornm^v-J. action,, Ir. This sense, the performance budget may

be called a veritable ahori-ter* plan, so that it bears on the public sector's

sphere of direct action i.i pursuit of medium and long-term objectives, as

has been previously stiesred-.
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28. Consequently, it acquires key importance, inasmuch as it is one of

the government's surest means of allocating resources in accordance with

the responsibilities it has contracted, providing the goods and services

that private activity will nesd; attaining the social targets established,

and putting into effect the investment projects for the promotion of

development that may constitute the essential features of the plan drawn up.

4. Relationships between fiscal policy and economic planning with

the annual government "budget

(a) A new approach to the fiscal "budget

29. Many developing countries has discovered in recent years that the

public sector budget is a strategic instrumnnt within the context of a

development policy. In fao>,, on the one hand, it constitutes a basic link

in the planning process, particularly in respect of the allocation of

resources - personnel, material, equipment, organization, technical

knowledge, etc, - for the attainment of short-term goals established within

long and medium-term plans. On the other hand, it is regarded as a decisive

mechanism of economic policy, since its level and structure, besides

immediately reflecting the development goals, influence short-term

developments in the monetary, foreign exchange and financial spheres in

general. It also influences decisions in regard to the allotment cf

substantial resources, and the constitutional structure and procedures cf

public administration; and at the same time provides sounder criteria for

personnel management and makes for a professional career based on merit.

30. A number of governments now see in the budget a strategic multi

purpose tool of the administration for executing development plans, which

is. closely inter-related with the economic, social and political system

of a country. Accordingly, the budget is no longer regarded as a separate

mechanism operating outside the life of a nation as a whole; it h£*s been

accepted as an efficacious basic mechanism for the appropriation cf

productive resources in pursuance cf given objectives.
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31. As a result, the bucket is no longer the exclusive concern of the

public accountant, administrator, politician or member of parliament; nor

of the planner, sociologist or economist* It concerns all of them at once,

and should be influenced, too, by entrepreneurs, workers^ and the nation's

total productive forcesa Consequently, the preparation of a budget entails

the operation of political, planning and budget agencies, and consultation

with producers1 associations and trade unions. It should also involve the

areas, into which a country is divided, with due regard for harmony in their

impetus to ^development and without impairment.of the basic nation-wide

incentives whioh must be provided in order to promote over-all development.

(b) Planning and the budget_

32. A combination of long, rr.edium and short-term goals is established

through the development planning process, within a scheme comprising the

development strategy postulated and the development policy decisions made

to be attained at the different levels of the public and private sector

by means of a given.group of productive resourceso

33- Long and medium-term plans should be implemented in the short term -

usually one or two years - through specific immediate—action programmes.

Government programaea - vhother operating or investment - are incorporated

in the public sector budget, which thus becomes an important and effective

tocl for the execution of economic development plans•

34* The modern budget is therefore a co-ordinated complex of programmes

and projects tr. "bo carried out in the irradiate future and is known as the

programme-budget. It can be divided into the operating budget and the

development-budget, which, are closely inter-related, which the two—fold

purpose of improving the oparating efficiency of the public administration

in the provision of general services, and of endeavouring to use its
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development allotment to remove the bottlenecks affecting the developing

• 1/economies-^ •

35. These two budgets can be broken down into specific operating

programmes and capital programmes, with their investment projects. In

this sense, planning consists of the formulation of long and medium-term

plans and short-term action programmes.

36. In the light of the foregoing considerations, it would be a mistake

to regard long-term and short-term planning as separate alternatives. On

the contrary, it should be deemed that the want of one or the other would

vitiate the whole concept of planning. Short-term programmes which are not

formulated within the context of a long-term programme can represent only

the rationalization of immediate decisions, and their soundness and efficacy

cannot be assured unless they take into account the goals to be attained

•ver the longer term. On the other hand, long-term planning alone would

prove insufficient, since the broader view and prospects it offers are

not justified on their own, but only iii so far as they influence immediate

action.

37. Accordingly, planning would comprise two types of instruments : those

designed to orient the conduct of development, and those for the operation

of immediate action plans. The first category includes lcng-term economic

and social development plans, medium-term development plans and medium-term

investment plans and activities of the public sector, while the second includes

national economic budgets, annual development plans and public sector budget

programmes.

1/ The Workshop on Budgetary Classification and Management in South America,

held in Santiago, Chile, in 1962, stressed "the desirability of adopting

a new criterion for classifying programmes within the budget by dividing

them into programmes for the operation of public administration and pro

grammes for economic and social development. They felt such a criterion

would be more closely related to the functional classification of expenditure

and that it tended to show the immediate goals aimed at in the activities
established under the programmes. Such a separation of programmes would make

the State's action easier to follow by assessing not only the additional
capital implied by some programmes but also the increases in productivity

obtainable by other means such as, for example, expenditure on education,

public health and other social services designed to improve the quality and
skills of the human resources and increase their yield and contribution to
the economy. It was suggested that it might be possible to formulate an
operating budget and an economic and social development budget whioh would be
closely related to the economic and social development plans formulated for

the long and medium term".
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(c) Budget programming

38. The various types of programmes mentioned above are all drawn up

within the framework of specific programming techniques and taka tXe ahap*

of instruments as appropriate in each case.

39* . Economic development plans are formulated on the "basis of ^cnnrmio

development programming techniques; public investment plans, according t»

public investment programming techniques, and are crystallized in

investment budgets; and projects are worked out in line with prtjoct

preparation and evaluation techniques.

40. Short-term public sector plans establishing the activities t* "b*

undertaken.by the Government in tho fallowing year are formulated in lin«

with budget programming techniques and find expression in the Government's

budget programme. The budget programming techniques has several

distinguishing features which can be summed up as follows: (.1; it is a*

auxiliary technique of development programming; (2) it covers mainly thm

short ter*n; (3) it is a sepcialized technique in so far as it applies t*

a single sector, namely the public sectsr; (4) it uses b^th real and

financial measurements at once, and (5) it covers an inter-disciplinary

field:

41. In the first place, budget programming is an auxiliary technique *f

over—all development programming, inasmuch as it is intended to state, at

the programme, activity and project level, tho decisions on public *xp*vLiti*ret

and its application to saving and investment, which are provided >y th« #vtsv

all programming technique.

42. Secondly,, the detailed part of budget programming cevers sh*rt-«n»-y«ar

periods, but its macro—fiscal projections can comprise fr»m two to fiv»

years. Public sector programming is a tool for the execution and ■•p#ratitft

of long-term plans; hence it is regarded as being more closely related t«-

the short-term. It specifies in detail the activities tc be carriod «ut ■

in order to implement the long-term plans in question.
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43. Thirdly, "budget progra:~:n\Kg operates in connexion with the

transactions and activities of a well-defined economic sector, i.«. th«

public sector. Its decisions can "be enforced "by law and the State's

resources can be mobilized as deemed fit.

44. Fourthly, budget programming is based on "both financial and real

measurements since it uses accounting to measure fiscal "aggregates",

physical units to establish sectoral targets. It involves the joint

analysis of income flows on the one hand, and real flows on the other.

45. Lastly, budget programming is applied to problems affecting different

techniques or disciplines, as, for example, educational, engineering,

public health, and other aspects. It adopts the fundamental criteria nf
• . .* ...

those techniques, and its analysis expresses specific forms ^f action
. ■ • t r *■ . » •

and financing..

46. 4LS stated earlier, within the framework of the ccheme described abe"v«,

bud^t- programming finds expression in the budget programme, i.e. the

inst-rument which fulfills the purpose of integrating the resources availa"bl«

in the immediate future in pursuit o£ short-term goals, as conceived for

the implementation of long and medium-term objectives.

47. Annual programmes have two main functions, i.e. to link immediate.

acti<*i#with the long and medium-term plan, and to serve as an inntrumert

for ..co-ordinating the over-all decisions adopted at high government lsvel

■ and,-^he-decisions taken at the intermediate and lower levels of public

%fisaiuistration. ■ In other words, it converts general guidelines into clear-

cut, feasible targets, and determines the whole machinery for the

"execution" of such goals and objectives^ by establishing a link between

over-all decisions and operational decisions relating to execution.

4a, ... A^n^al programmes are therefore a tool used by each operational

administrative unit within the pyramid of government organization to

defing its. goals and programmes of work wixh a view to guiding its action

and controlling the results obtained.
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49. The sum of the decisions at all government levels shapes the

government's annual plan and constitutes an instrument for guiding

official action within the economy as a whole. In this sense, the

instrument known as the national economic budget fills a decisive

accounting role in recording the decisions concerning the central

Government's receipts and expenditures with respect to the rest of the

economy. .

50. Therefore,; the annual programme, far from "being imposed by high

levels of the administration, represents the. real, scheme of action of

every public office and i* essential to their-sound administration. . #

However, the annual programme not only-incorporates the projects planned

by government' officials, but also embodies the ideas, knowledges and .

creative ventures of the private sector through consultation with

representatives of.the producer and working sector.

51. As can "be seen,.-the annual programme is the major instrument for

inobilizing^the will of the public executors and of the recipient population,

in pursuit of the objectives of plans. Operating programmes not involving

all the interested parties directly would have little chance of success.

At present time, .plans and programmes formulated without the know] edge

of the. employee?, the, worker or the entrepreneur are unlikely to succeed,

52. Annual plans can be formulated in the shape on an action instrument

called the "Budget programme", which covers the public sector and is drawn

up in line with the programme and"performance" budgeting technique in which

more emphasis is laid or. the public sector's achievement than on its purchases

53. The important object of this technique is to relate funds to achieve

ments, i.e. the number of school children to be educated, the number of

kilometers of highway to be paved, etc.. in'the performance budget

expenditure is classified by function, programme, sub-programme, activity

and task in the case of the operating budget, and by programme, sub-

programme, project and work in the case of the development budget-
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CHAPTER II

A SYSTEM OP CLASSIFICATION FOR THE CO-ORDINATION OF

DEVELOPMENT PLANS AND GOVERNMENT BUDGETS

I. Introduction

1, Purposes' of the classification

54. To serve adequately the needs of planning and management at the various

levels of government, the national budget requires an overall system of

classifications that will group the different kinds of government work

•perations■in terms of the national purposes those •perations are intended

to serve. Such a plan of classification involves the identification and

establishment of different types of pattern f«r the arrangement of the

budget information.

55. There are, at least, three purposes served by a budget classification

system: (a) global analysis for filing fiscal policy analytical requirements;

(b) budgetary planning following longer, medium and short term plans; and

(c) for management or operative purposes, in order to execute decisions

taken- inside the frame of fiscal policy and fiscal planning.

56. Each one of this uses must he supported by different kind of classifica

tion. For the accomplishment of these purposes the f«lliving olassifications

are useful:

1. Classifications for fiscal analysis and policy

- Economic

- Functional

- Organizational

2. Classifications for planning

- Sectoral

- By Programmes

3. Classifications for management

- By Administrative Units

- By Programmes and Activities

- By Objects.
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57* ■ Such a classification scheme enables "better "balanced judgements and

decisions in the budget process. It facilitates the distribution of

available resources in accordance with policy objectives, the mobilization

of resources in accordance with the fiscal policy approved, the formulati*n

of budget estimates in terras of long-range goals and priorities, the review

of work programmes in relation to costs, and control ever execution of the'

authorized budget.

58. To be meaningful and useful for decision-making purposes, the system

of clas3ification for the national budget must be tailored to the situation

in the individual country. The functions, programmes, and activities

must reflect the purposes to be served by the policy of the government

concerned.

59« Classification for fiscal analysis and policy provide information f«r

high level decisions. The economic classification make possible the analysts

of the volume of resources to be allocated in consumption and investment,

and inside each kind of expenditure in salaries, transfer payments, subsidiee#

materials, constructions etc. The functional classification shows

expenditures in the broad divisions of total effort directed towards a

major purpose of government e.g. education, defence, health, transportation

etc.. Organizational classification provide information on the institutional

framework who will undertake the execution of the efforts, like central

government, local authorities, independent agencies etc..

60. The classifications for fiscal planning'provide information for the

allocation of resources inside the frame of the development strategy

approved by the government through its plans and shows the specific efforts

to be done for improving the human resources, the infrastructure of the

-economy, the general services and so on. The programme classification shows

a small segment inside a sector that produce an end product serving the

sectoral plan goals.

61 • The management classifications permits the execution of the uperativ*

process necessary for accomplish the programmed targets. The classification

^y administrative unit shows the entities, inside a ministry or agency,

in-charged specifically of the execution of the programmes or sub-programmes.
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The classification by activities or projects, illustrated the homogeneous

types of work operations that are directed towards the same programme

purposes. Finally, the classification "by objects, contains the things to

he purchased with appropriated funds, and permit the control of the

expenditure process.

2.' Co-ordination between budget classifications and the structure

of development plans

62. Many African countries have recently adopted national development

plans for the long and medium term. At present, most of the countries are

facing problems in implementing their approved plans and are recognizing

the need to establish a system of annual operating plans, directly conneoted

with the government budget.

63. The main aim of general long-term planning is to define a strategy ■

for economic and social development. Medium-term investment plans contains

"'the' different projects to be executed within the overall framework established

by the long-term plan. Finally, short-term plans delineate the operations

'necessary for the execution of programmes and projects. The budget as an

instrument for the allocation of resources is of great importance in this

connection. But this allocation of resources must be clearly shown in the

budget in order to ensure that the programmes and projects to be executed

""next year corresponds to the plan.

64. The classification system must permit the establishment of links

between the following categories:

development plan^—^annual budget^ 5>public administration structure

65.v;*For the co-ordination of plan and budget, both must be divided in the

same sectors - agriculture, industry, education, health, transportation etc. -

The plan fix targets for long or medium terms, the budget for the public

sector in the short term. At the same time, plan and budget has to be co

ordinated with public administration; for instance the educational plan,

mus£,.have. an annual operative educational programme (inside the annual budget)

an|,a Ministry of Education in charge of its execution. For this purpose

small segments can be identified called operating programmes;these programmes
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must be classified identically, in the plan and in the "budget, and the

public administration must create administrative units for the accomplishment

of the programmes. Thus the Divisions has to be open in Sections to accomplish

the activities or projects inside each programme.,

66. Despite the need for this close clink "between budgeting and planning,

it can be observed that it has often in practice been weak and inadequate-.

An important reason, however, is sometimes the failure of the plan itself

to indicate the precise measures needed to ensure its fulfillment. In

several countries plans are drawn up depicting-mostly targets of output

for different sectors of the economy to be attained at the end of a given

period with an indication of the aggregate investment outlays needed to attain

these targets. General plans of this nature for the public and private sector

combined, hardly provide an operational framework for linking planning and

budgeting. In such situations the action to be taken annually in tho budget

to help towards the fulfillment of the plan objectives is not clear and in

practice the action may fall very short of what is needed.

II. Model scheme for a system of budgetary classifications .

67. The classification of receipts and expenditures ass the structural

instrument tn good planning, budgeting, accounting and reporting. In crder

that the governmental accounts may provide the information required for

planning, administrative, budgetary and accounting purposes, it is

important that an orderly and uniform classification system be established

and followed, The classification system should "basically be the same for

planning, budgeting, accounting and reporting. To the extent possible,

the classification should be uniform over successive periods and as tc

different organizational units in charge of similar transactions. The

classification of receipts and expenditures must be organized in such a

way that their significance may be understood and in order that analysis .

may be facilitated.*
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68. For an organization as complex as a national government there

single classification that will serve all purposes. Several different

classifications are necessary, and the details of the classification will

vary according to the level of operations and the purposes in view.

69. There are a number of classifications used by governments depending

upon the purpose they serve. Most governments employ in one form or another

classifications according to organizational unit, object, activity, programme

and function as defined later. As indicated before, any system of classifica

tion must be in conformance with the organizational structure, the basic

laws and regulations, and reflect the basic objectives as defined in the

various programmes.

70. The classifications system includes trfo kinds: (a) classifications embodied

in the budget, or operative classifications; (b) classifications annexed to

the budget, or synthetical or global classifications.

71. The operative classifications are: (a) Organizational? (b) Sectoral;

(c) Programmes; (d) Activities and Projects; (e) By Administrative Units;
(f) By Objects.

72. The global classifications are: (a) By Economics items; (b) By Functions;

(c) By Sectors.

73. In order to facilitate their purposes, some cross classification can be

formulated; (a) Organizational - Sectoral; (b) Sectoral - Programmes;

(c) Programmes - Activities and Projects; (d) Activities and Projects -

Administrative Units; (e) Programmes, Activities, Administrative.Units -

By Objects; (f) 3y Objects - By Economics items; (g) Organizational - By

Functions; (h) By Functions - By Economics items.

74. In the following sections all these types of classifications are

described under simplified schemes.
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A. Operating classifications

75. These classifications are prepared for the budget operative purposes.

Are embodied in the budget and accounts themself. They facilitate the

planning, budgeting, accounting, control and reporting processes at the

same time.

1, Classification of the government' budgets by organizational units

76. 'The public sectorocan be defined as all such bodies whose basic economic

transactions can be decided in the last instance by the national political

authorities, within the existing institutional framework. It is very-

important that the agencies regarded as belonging to the public sector are

well classified, accordingly either to the legal status or by this activity.

Such classification should facilitate the analysis of public transaction and

at the same time help in the preparation of a general table for the public* ,

sector which can be integrated in the national accounting system.

77. An institutional classification of the agencies of the public sector

must make a clear division between the agencies whose main purpose is the

production of services not for sale in the market, and the agencies in

charge of the production of goods and services for sale in the market.

78. With this point in view, it is possible to divide the public sec-tor

budget as follows: 1) General Government Budget and 2) Public Enterprises

Budget.

79. The General Government Budget includes all the Governmental entities

whose functions are to provide the community with services free of charge.

This budget covers all agencies whatever their legal status may be, as

determined by public authorities'which decide on the general uses of the

funds. Includes all public educational and health establishment, as well

as social security agencies, pension funds for public officials, agricultural

supervision and development agencies, etc..
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This "budget can be divided as follows: :

i) Central Government Budget; It includes all the centralized

agencies like the Ministries and their direct dependencies,

the Presidency of the Republic and the National Assembly.

ii) Decentralized Agencies Budget: It contains all the decentralized

agencies in charge of specific programmes or projects, whose' main

purpose is not to make direct profits but to develop cultural, ,

economic and social activities.

iii) Local Government Budget; It includes all the budgets of the local
r,

Authorities, Governments, Councils, etc..

80, The Enterprises Budget comprises all the establishments producing

g#ods and services for sale in the market at a price so fixed as to cover

approximately the cost of. production. This budget can be divided as foll»wsi

1. Industrial and Trade Enterprises Budget: Its function is the

production of goods and services for sale; they purchase and sale

merchandises; works under commercial basis; and has an indepondent

administration.

2. . Financial Enterprises Budget: It- it organized for the purchase

and sale of financial credits; borrows funds, administrates

savings, insurance, printing of money etc..

81• Thus the classifications for planning, budgeting, accounting and

reporting must include a presentation based on the organizational structure

of the country. It is through organizational units that the government

acts or performs the service to the public. The organizational units are

the "performers", they are responsible for all cycles of the budgetary

plans and execution. Responsibility and accountability are absolutely

essential in government operations. These starts with the legislative

authorization. An appropriation or "vote" of funds authorizes a specific

ministry, department or agency to incur obligations and to make expenditures

for specific purposes. An organizational classification provides for tho

link between the authorization to spend and the organizational units of the

executive branch entrusted with the implementation of the programme-
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Simplified, classification "by organizational units

Institu-^Level of

tional

Sector

Government

Qrgani-

zational

Unit

Headings

1

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

General Government

Central Government

Legislature

Executive Branch

Judicial Branch

Ministry of Interior

Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Ministry of Defence

Ministry of Finance

Ministry of Agriculture

Ministry of Irdustry

Ministry of Transportation and Communications

Ministry of Education

Ministry of Public Health

Ministry of Labor and Social Security

Ministry of Housing and Urban Development

Other executive Offices

Decentralized Agencies

Agriculture Development Agency

Land Reform Agency

Industrial Development Agency

Universities

Social Security Agencies

Others

Local Administration

(List of Provincial government)

(List of Municipalities)
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Institu

tional

Sector

Level of

Government

Organi

zational

Unit

Headings

4

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

Pu"blic Enterprises

Industrial and Trade Enterprises

Mining Enterprises

Energy Enterprises

Industrial Enterprises

Transport Enterprises

Communication Enterprises

Housing ard Public Utilities Enterprises

Supply and Storage Enterprises

Trade Enterprises

Financial Enterprises

Central Bank

Development Banks

Saving Banks

Insurance Agency

Definitions

1» General Government - Includes legislative, executive and judicial

bodies, ministries or departments, other bodies administering public policy

with the same accounting arrangements a.: department, and extra-budgetary

funds not treated as funds for enterprises or ancillary activities. Those

agencies not finance their costs of operation by meeting an economic demand

confirmed in the open market. Provide services directly to the public.

1-1 Central Government - Includes legislative, executive and judicial

bodies, ministries or departments, administering central public policy. This

entities can be classified by sectors, f.i. agriculture, mining, industry etc,
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1.2 Decentralised Agencies - Covers all agencies decentralized from

government to executing specific programmea or projects, whose main purposes

is not to make profits "but to develop cultural, economic and social

activities. Includes Universities, Social Security Ag3ncieSj Development

Agencies etc.. In general, are finance "by extra-budgetary funds on transfers

from the central government.

1.3 Local Administration -- Includes local authorities, provincial

governments, regional councils etc..

2- Public Enterprises - Comprises all the establishments producing

goods and services for sale at a prices so fixed as to cover approximately

the cost of productions

2-4 ' Industrial and Trade Enterprises - They produce goods and 8«rvioea

for sale, under commercial basis, and has an independent administration.

r

2.5 Financial Enterprises - Thoy purchase and sale financial credits,

"borrows funds, administrates savings or insurances, or print monay.

2• Classification of the government budgets by sectors

82. The action of the government concern with broad areas of activity int»

the economy and society, VJhen the main purpose of the government action is

accelerate national development, a classification for the illustration *f

the strategy applied in the government activities is necessary.

83. Each of the budgets mentioned in section A,1 can be divided undar

sectorial lines in order to identify the sector of activity tn which ths

fiscal policy refer.

84. The sectors that can be identified are the followings:

1. Agriculture

2. Mining

3. Fuel and Power

4. Industry

5. Construction

6. Transport and Communications

7. Commerce and Finance
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8. Education

. ■ 9. Health

10. Social Security

11. Latour and Social Welfare

12. General Administration

13. Foreign Affairs

14* Fiscal Administration

15. National Defence

16. Financial Services.

85. Every Ministry or Agency must be included in the budget document

in one of these sectors, after identifying the main purpose •£ the institu

tions • Re-classificatim process for analysis purp*s*s will purify the

"sectoral classification.

86. The structure outlined gives the framework for the presentation of

the budget. Combining the different--organisational budgets- vith i;h»._sec.t*rs

the general budget will have the order set out bol^w. Thi« example is bas#d

upon the Fiscal Budget of Ghana.

fart I - GENERAL GOVEftHKM? BUDGET

Section I .CaT^y^GOTTTOpmre BUDGET

I. Agriculture Sector

1. Ministry of Agriculture

2. Ministry of Forestry

, II. Mining Sector

3. Ministry of Lands and Mineral Resources

III. Industrial Sector

4. Ministry of Industries

IV. Consti-uction Sector

5. Mini a-cry of Works and Reusing

V. Transport and Communications Sector

6. Ministry of ; v.i^ni cat ions: -

VI. Trade Sector

7. Ministry of Trado

VII. Education Sector

8. Ministry of Education
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VIII•Health Sector

9. Ministry of Health

IX. Labour and_Roci_al Welfare Sector

10. Ministry of Labour and Social Welfar*

X. General_ Ministration Sector

11. Office of ti'.o National Liberation C«uaoii

12. Ministry of Interior

13. Ministry of Information

14. Ministry of Local Government

15. Ministry of Isevolopment and Planning

XI. Foreign .j^g.ai±^_

16. Ministry of External Affairs

XII. Financial Administration Seotor

17. Ministry of Finance

XIII.National Pbfsnoe. Sector

18. Ministry of defence

XIV. Extra l'.ilvnT_^_terial Entities Sector

19. Office of the Attorney-General

20. Audit

Section II m;:- ^I'-.THH AGENCIES BUDGET

I• Educatj.on Aganjro^gs^

1. University

2. University of Science and Technology

3. University College of Science Education

4. Institute of Public Education

5. Institute, of Ii-:"lic Administration

6. College of Art ,.. .

7. Science Museum

8. University College of Agriculture

9. Institute of Oceanography and Fisheries

10. General Legal Council

11. River Basin Research Programme

12. Academy of Sciences

13. Atomic Ttoarsy Commission
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14- Nationo.1 Cultural Centre

15- School o.? Lluoic and Drama

16. National Orchestra

17 Institute ox' Art and Oulture

II• JH££iJri. ^Q^^ity Agencies

18. Insurance Corporation »

III. Development Agencies

19« Development Authority

Section III. LOCAL GOVERNMENT BUDGETS

Part II. PUBLIC ENTERPRISES BUDGET

"Section I. - Economic Enterprises

I* Agrioultural Enterprises

1. Cocoa Markoting Board

2. State Farnr: Corporation

3. State Fcoci U?.rketing and

4. West Africra Mills Limited
r ■

II, Mining Eatsrprises

5^ Diamond Marketing Corporation

6. Diamond Mining Corporation

7. Gold Mining Corporation■ ' ■

8. Gold P.ex'inory Corporation

9. Electricity Corporation

IV. Industry

10. Stoel Worlra Corporation

11. State Cenio:it Works Corporation

12. Metal Industries Corporation

13. Sheet IJotcJ. Works Corporation

- • Manufactui-o Corporation

14. Bakery Corporation

15. Brick and Tile Corporation

16. Cocca Product Corporation

17. Cannery Corporation
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18. Meat Product Corporation

19* Distilleries Corporation

20. Electronic Products Corporation

21. Fibre Bag Manufacturing Corporation

22. Film Industry Corporation

23. Fishing Corporation

24. Footwear Corporation

25. Furniture and Joinery Corporation

26. Glass Manufacturing Corporation

27* Graphic Corporation

28. Hotels Corporation

29. Laundries Corporation

30. Marble Works Corporation

31. Match Corporation

32. Paints Corporation

33. Paper Conversion Corporation

34- Pharmaceutical Corporation

35* Sugar Products Corporation

36. Publishing Corporation

37* Tannery Corporation

38. . Textile Manufacturing Corporation

39* Timber Product Corporation

40. Tobacco Products Corporation

41. Tourist Corporation

42- Vegetable Oil Mills Corporation

43. Crystal Oil Mills

44. Ghana Bottling Corporation irtd.

45* Ghana Cargo Handling Co. Ltd.

46. Ghana Sanyo Electrical Manufacturing Corporation

47' Ghana Textile Printing Corporation

48. Boatyards Corporation

V- Construction and Housing

49« Ghana National Construction Corporation

50. Housing Corporation

VI. -Transportation and Communications

51. Transport Corporation

52. Ghana Airways Corporation
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53- Shipping Corporation (Black Star Line)

54. Telecommunioations Corporations

55. Ghana Railways

56. Tyre Service Corporation

VII. Commerce

57. Ghana Trading Corporation

58. State Lotteries Corporation

59. State Enterprises Audit Corporation

Section II Financial Enterprises

1„ Bank of Ghana

2. Ghana Commercial Bank

3. National Investment Bank

It is possible to present a synoptic table of these budgets using

a combined classification by sectors and organizational units, as follows

Cross classification by sectors and organizational units

Sectors ^^Ur

1.

2.

3.

4-

5-

6.

7.

8.

9-

10.

11.

12.

13,

14.

15.

16.

Agriculture

Mining

Fuel and Power

Industry

Construction

Transportation and

Communications

Commerce and Finance

Education

Health

Social Security

Labour and Social Welfare

General Administration

Foreign Affairs

Fiscal Administration

National Defence

Financial Services

Ge.ieral

Central

Govem-

i ment

Budget

Government

Decent- #

ralized ;

Agencies

Budget

Budget

tiooal

Govern-1.

ment

Budget

1

Public Enterprises Budget

Economic ■

Enterprises

. Financial

iEnterprises

i

1
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^r Classification 01 government "budget "by programmes

87. The modern government "budget ia considered as a plan of action. The

expenditure side shows ths pattern of the allocation of resources in

co-ordination with long or medium t^rm development plans. The revenue

side points out thy mobilization of resources needed for the accomplishment

of the financial targets..

88. In order to make more cleai tho allocation of resources in every sector

of the economy, a_2rogramme classification of expenditures is necessary for

reflecting the harmonization of tho plans and the budget purposes.

89. The programme classifioati.cn provides a link "between the broad

governmental servioas shoi-;n in sectoral categories, and the activities that

reflect the work plan o::1 the o^orating agencies. The characteristic of a

programme is that its target is measured 3.z an end product. This is more

feasible for some programmes, liowcvjr, than it is for others. A highway

programme, for example, produces a certain mileage of road; while the end

product of a F.odic;..l re.j;,r,rc>i programme r-r.y be difficult to identify and

measure. It has by en r.ocaptcd that the lr.ok of a measurable end products

should not r:.ilitato agair.st tho establish-.;^ of a programme that otherwise

meets the criteria of p-uvidii:^ a -v.itable basis for evaluating the achieve

ment of functional objectives,

■ 90. Differences in orga:iizati;:i structure and in the nature and scope of

operations in individual ;;ove:.r:entj result in a considerable degree of

variation ir. progr,i:ome classifications. i thorough examination of the

authorities, responsibilities, objectives, and organizational arrangements

of a department or agency provj/as tho bar.is for deriving the most appro

priate classifications ur ier io ) re-.: soti-,-o functions. Once the total effort

of an agency is divided into p_-^gra:.:-.e categories, it is essential for

management purposes to e:;ta"bli:;h clo-rly t; 3 organizational responsibility

for carrying out ths ide'.Uifici programme.

91. In some agencies, it may 1:0 fovnd that the total work is so limited

and inter-related that a breakdown into iroi-3 than one programme is

undesirable. Or, programmes u: th tho same basic purpose and end product

may, for otherwise good reasons, be carried out by separate organizations.
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In such cases3 care should "be taken to identify the separate programmes

in a manner that will disclose their relationship. In other agencies, a

logical programme may be divided into two or more segmentti "because of

such reasons as the relative importance of some parts of the work, or the

need for special methods or skills. In each application of a programme

budget, therefore, the establishment of programme categories requires

careful study and the exercise of sound judgement, so as to produce a

classification that is the most meaningful for that country.

92. It is possible to classify the programmes in three groups:

1• Operating Programmes

2. Inves tment Programme s

3. Financing Programmes

93' The main purpose of an Operating Programme is to produo© goods and/or

services for consumption. The programme is the instrument for fulfilling

the functions of the State, and for establishing goals or targets, whether

quantifiable or not in terms of the end product, which would be attained

through' the integration of efforts, executed by the human, material and

financial resources assigned to them, at a given aggregate cost, to be

undertaken by a high-level administrative unit within the Government.

For example, the sector "education" can be subdivided into programme of

primary, intermediate and higher education, etc.. Each one of these

can then be divided into sub-programmes as appropriate.

94* The Investment Programme has the main purpose of the creation of

capital goods or the acquisition of machinery or equipment, for construction

of capital goods. Can be defined as the instrument for establishing the

.targets to be achieved through an integrated set of investment projects.

95- The Financing Programmes have the purpose of transfer financial

capacity from one organizational unit to ethers. The central governmental

may transfer money to local government, and this may be considered as a

financing programmes for the central government. In general all the

transfers of the government are identified in this kind of programmes.
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96. He^a-are--include .iio^e.guidelines :?or -.he idGntification of operating

and investment programmes, at ministerial level, in order i;o facilitate the

co-ordination-of--.s-eotoral development plane and annual fiscal budgets; It

must be stressed that the foiled.:!- clcnsificaticn has to be regarded

merely as guidelines for the esiab] iolu.xn" of programme budgets.

97. The models prepared are ^or three motors: 1) Education; 2) Public

Health; 3) Agriculture, £v"i-y echoic include the names of possible

programmes and the corresponding sub-ilivicion into sub-programmes.

98. It must be said that if a cov.:\try has a reparation between current or

ordinary budget a.nd capital or development budgets, the operative programmes

must be included in the first cue, and investment programmes in the second.

"With regard to financing programmes if they finance operative activities

must be included in the ordinary budget and if finance investment in the

capital budget.

Provision-:-.! ^cheMsr, for ths ? d ?r.tification nf expenditure

1) Sector; Lducaticn

Category Programs \ !fu0 I Heading
& J I to ■ i Prograir^c J

PROGEAMMES

01 Stpo:/ior direction

02 Csntral co-ordination

03 Ile.-:ni?.g and evaluation

04 ACviuciy services

05 General administration

Tj&vj.g Qducaticnal servioes

01 Elucaticnal supervision

02 . Eclucfitional services

■TB-!?'r'e-v'r education

01 . i:,Imini3tration

02 Pre-soaocl education

03 PrirMi-y edajation

04 Pri:.:ary vocational trainiiig
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Category Heading

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

01

02

03

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

01

02

03

04

05

Intermediate education

Administration

Secondary education

Business training

Industrial training

Agricultural training

Training in the arts

Trade schools

Training in home economics

Special training

Higher education

University education

Non-university higher education

Scientific research

Training of teaching and administrative

personnel

Administration

Training of primary school teachers

Refresher courses and in-service training

for teachers

Training for intermediate school teachers

Refresher courses for intermediate school

teachers

Training of university teachers

Training of inspectors and administrators

Adult education

Administration

Literacy campaigns

Supplementary school education

Manpower training

Community education
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Category Programme
Sub-

Programme
Heading

01

02

03

04

05

06

01

02

03

04

05

2) Sector; Health

Category Programme
Sub-

Programme

01

02

O.O

04

05

01

02

03

Cultural extension services

Administration

Publications

Puhiic libraries

Promotion of the arts

Promotion of the sports

Educational radio, television and cinema

IFVESTME>IT PROGRAMMES

Construction of Schools

Admin;, s tra,ti*.-n

Rural school construction

Urban school construction

on of schools for intermediate

education

Construction of buildings for higher

education

Heading

0P2RATI1TG PROGRAMMES

Contral adinlnis t rat ion

Superior direction

Central co-ordination

Planning ??id evaluation

Advisor-;- services

General adninistration

Basic health services

Personnel training

Labc i-at 017 s ervi c es

Public health training
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Category Heading

3

4

5

6

9

10

11

12

04

05

06

07

01

02

03

04

01

02

03

01

02

03

01

02

01

02

03

04

05

06

Nursing

Food and drug control

Medico-social service

National public health transport service

Maternal and child health

Nutrition

Dental h

Environmental sanitation

Administration

Urban sanitation

Rural sanitation

Veterinary services

Epidemiology

Administration

Control of communicable diseases

Control of non-communicable diseases

Mental health

Occupational hygiene

Medical care

Administration

General medical and hospital services

Specialized medical and hospital services

Financing of health agencies

Financing of public agencies

Financing of private agencies

INVESTMENT PROGRAMMES

Hospital construction

Preparation of projects

Construction of general hospitals

Construction of special hospitals

Construction of health centres

Hospital endowment

Repairs and upkeep
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Category Programme
Sub-

Programme
Heading

OPERATING PROGRAMMES

Central administration

01

02

03

04

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

01

02

03

04

01

02

03

04

01

02

03

Superior direction

Central co-ordination

Advisory services

General administration

Basic services

Administration

Studies and research

Agricultural training

Agricultural economics

Meteorological services

Mechanized services

Community development

Agricultural ext ens i*n

Administration

Extension services

Agricultural extension

Livestock extension services

Development of agricultural produO"ti#»

Administration

Crop promotion

Agricultural services

Plant protection

Development of livestock pr*&ucti«n

Administration of the programme

Promotion of livestock production

Animal health
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T
Category j Programme

Sub-

Programme Heading

II

10

01

02

01

02

Use and conservation of natural resources

01

02

03

04

05

06

01

02

01

02

Administration

Water conservation

Soil protection

Forest protection

Fisheries control

Game protection

Irrigation

Administration

Irrigation studies

Land settlement

Administration

Land settlement st

IETVESTMEM1 PROGRAMMES

Irrigation works

Building administration

Horks construction

Land settlement works

Works construction

Technical assistance
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For the harmonization of the programme classification with sectoral

olassification of expenditure an example is presented here for the

Education and Health Sectors.

Sectors Programmes Headings

01

02

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Education

Central administration

Basic educational services

Primary education

Intermediate education

Higher education

Training of teaching and administrative

personnel

Adult education

Cultural extension services

School construction

Public Health

Central administration

Basic health services

Maternal and child health

Nutrition

Dental health

Environmental sanitation

Epidemiology

Mental health

Occupational hygiene

Medical care

Financing of hoalth agencies

Hospital construction
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4. Classification__of ^^^di^res^^^tiyitics_.and projects

99. An activity represents a division of the total work under a programme

most convenient for the management in order to achieve the programme's

objective. It serves as the appropriate level at -which work is identified,

evaluated, and where applicable measured,, " ; "

100TThe'activity classification should emphasize the work-performed to---

accomplish the programme target. A single activity must be just one of

the processes necessary to carry on a programme, but all activities should

add up to the programme -which reflects the services rendered or goods

produced for the public. To some extent, activities are the necessary

processes or operations of an agsney for converting the resources used

(object classification) into the end service or purpose cf the programme.

A programme classification supported by the appropriate activity classifica

tion provides one of the best techniques for performance budgeting and

accounting,

101. The activity classification gives the bacis fcr the detailed

accounts kept by agencies. Those subsidiary activity accounts from

the "building blocks" for the accounting and reporting system. For

example, the activity accounts aid up to tho applicable programme

classifications, and the :;rogrs.':.^G3 add up to sectors. At the same

time the accounts c.re identified Kith the responsible organizational

units and appropriation.

102. It is not possible the preparation of classification by

activities without -ube consideration of a programma classification,

the former is a p^rt of tho second one. An. example is included

here.
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Simplified model classification by a.ctivities and project, in-aide

the frame of a programme classification, in the agriculture sector

Pro

gramme

Sub-

Pro-

gramms

Activi

ty

Pro

jects

A.

I

II

01

02

03

04

01

02

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

6

Readings

OPERATING PROGRAMMES

CENTRAL ADMINISTRATION

Executive 0ffioe

Central co-ordination

Genera! secretariat

Pross and information

Public relations

Co-ordination with other agencies

Advisory rie

Planning tnd evaluation

Budget

Legal Counsel

Technical Assistance

Organization and methods

_General_ administration

g and co-ordination

Personnel administration

Purchase;; and supplies

General f, ervicos

Acccun■iing and control

Social w?.l.:;£..ru services for employees

BASIC SERVICES

ion

Studiec and research

Mao-iag-ernent and co-ordination

Soil surveys

.Agricultural research

Laboratories

AeropLcbogramiratric studies
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Pro

gramme

Pro

jects
Headings

03

04

III

06

07

01

02

Agricultural training

At the primary level

At the intermediate level

At the university level

Agricultural economics

Management and co-ordination

Agricultural statistics

Land use

Rural administration

Studies on the financing of agriculture

Prices and markets

Co-operatives

Marketing

Taxes

Meteorological;services

Management and co-ordination

Veather forecasts

Climate-logical studios

Observatories

Mechanizod services

Community development

AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION

Administration

Extonsion _services

Management and co-ordination

Preparation of information material

Organization of clubs and home improvement

Training of extension workers

Training of rural leaders
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Pro-

gramme

03

04

IV

01

02

03

04

01

02

1.

2

3

4

5

1

2

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Pro

jects
Headings

Agriculturalextension

Management end co-ordination

Research into extension methods

Courses on up-to-date farming methods

Courses on production techniques

Input distribution services

Livestqck_ejrtcnriien services

Management and co-ordination

Courses on production techniques

DEVELOPMENT 0? AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION

Administration

Crop

Rice

Coffee

Sugar-cano

Coco'v

Fruit

Cottnn

Crops in general

Agricultural sorvic©s

Plant protection

DEVELOPMENT OP LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION

Admini strat^>on_of^the__ programme

Promotion of livestock production

Development of milk production

Development of poultry production

Development of cattle production

Development of pig production

Development of sheep production

Development of fisheries production

Development of small industries

Artificial insemination

Purchase of breeding animals

Development and. use of grasses, ensilage
and tedding
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Pro

gramme

- j Sub-
Pro- 1

lgramme .

—* 1
Aotivi- fPro-

ty Jects
Headings

03

VI

01

02

03

04

Animal.health

Zoonosis research

Animal nutrition research

Eradication of sheep mange

Brucellosis control

Control of foot-and-mouth diseases

Control of parasitic diseases

Swine fever control

Other animal health protection measures

USE AKD CONSERVATION OF UATUftAL RESOURCES

Administration

'fater conservation

Management and co-ordination

Rural hydrological studies

Regulations for water use'

Control of contamination

Drainage

Soil protection

: Management and co—ordination

Erosion control

Assistance for soil conservation

Conservation of virgin land

Other soil conservation measures

Forest protection

Management and co-ordination

Forestry research

Planting and reforestation

Fire control

Conservation of parks

Forest protection

Training of forest guards

Forest invent ori e s
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Pro

gramme

Sub-

Pro

gramme

j Activi- j Pro-

ty

06

VII

01

02

VIII

01

02

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

Headings

Fisheries control

Management and co-ordination

Fisheries research

Marine fisheries

Inland fisheries

Fish-culture stations

Fishing regulations

Preparation of a fishing map

Game protection

Management and co-ordinatinn

Hunting regulations

IRRIGATION

Administration

Irrigation studies

Management and co-ordination

Agrc-economic studies

Hydrometric studies

LAND SETTLEMENT

Administration

Land settlement studies

Management and co-ordination

Land research

. .. Preparation of cadastral survey

Basic studies

Preparation of maps and plans
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B.

IX

01

02

01

02

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

INVESTMENT PROGRAMMES

IRRIGATION WORKS

Building administration

Works construction

Preparation of projects

Dam construction

Canal construction

Small irrigation -works

Utilization of underground wat»r

Irrigation by sprinkling

LAND SETTLEMENT WORKS

Werks construction

Management and co-ordination

Formation of settlements

Demarcation of sites

Infrastructural works

Social works

Technical assistance

Formation cf co-operatives

Inspection

Technical assistance for settlers
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5. Classification of expenditures "by administrative units

103. Activity classifications for "budgeting and accounting are used at the

agency level, and correspond to specific responsibilities entrusted to the

organizational units into which the agency is sub-divided.

104. In adopting an activity classification for "budgeting and accounting for

management and operating purposes, a determination should be made that the

unit within the agency is: 1) A responsible management unit or a segment

thereof; 2) An operation or planning units 3) A budgetary unit or process

requiring estimatesj 4) A unit or operation for which accounting is

necessary; 5) A unit or process requiring a report.

105. Since every activity is under different administrative units in the

countries, it is impossible to adopt a standard classification. But it

is possible to establish the levels in which programme activities and

administrative units can be identified.

Programme and Activity Classifications

Pro

gramme

C1

Sub-

Pro-

gramiie

01

02

03

04

Activi

ty

1

2

3

Heading

Intermediate

- education .

Admini s t rat i on

Secondary education

Business training

Industrial training

Co—ordination

Lectures

Scholarships

Administrative Units

Divi

sion

01

Sub-

Divi

sion

01

02 .

03

04

Sec

tion

1

2

3

Headings

Medium Education

Division

Director's Office

Department of second

ary education

Department of business

training

Department of Indus

trial training

Admini st rat i on

Industrial Courses

Administration of

Scholarships
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6. The Classification of Government Expenditures by objects

'iO6. To accomplish its purposes, the government has to buy goods and

services. These resources have to be combined in order to produce the

final services to be rendered to the population. Therefore, a careful

identification of the different types of goods and services acquired by

the government is necessary for the execution of operative and investment

programme carried out. This is the main purpose of the object classification

107. The object classification reflects the nature of the goods and services

acquired and the expenditures made, that is, personal services, contractual

services, supplies and materials and equipment as well as the payments of

grants, subsidies and the payments for debt services. It shows the types

of goods and services used to accomplish the purpose of government - in

other words the objects are the input for carrying on the government.

108. The heads or groups of expenditures are divided in this classification

in different items as it can be seen in the detailed scheme.

Classification scheme of the government expenditures by objects

Group Items Description

I CURREM1 EXPENDITURES

0 Personal services

1 Salaries for permanent posts

2 Salaries for temporary posts

3 Extra-pay

4 Pay wages

5 Per diem

6 Remuneration for technical services

7 Fees

8 Salary of parliamentarian

9 , Cost of living allowance

10 Representation allowance

11 Other remunerations
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Group Items Description

1 , Non-personal services

12 Rents

13 Posts and telegraphs

14 Cablegrams and radiograms

15 Electricity

16 Water supply and sewerage

17 Telephone

18 Gas

19 Advertising, printing and "binding

20 Travel expenses

21 Insurance and commissions

22 Equipment maintenance

23 Upkeep of works

24 Other non-personal services

2 Materials and supplies

25 Foodstuffs and agricultural and f*rest pr*du#ts■

26 Mineral (except hydrocarbons)

27 Textiles and clothing

28 Paper and printed matter

29 Leather and rubber products

30 Chemicals and related products

31 Non-metallic products

32 Metal products

33 Other materials and supplies

3 Current transfers

34 Pensions

35 Direct transfers to individuals

36 Direct transfers to enterprises

37 Transfers to government institutions aajd

...,„.., ., government
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Group Items Description

38 Contributions to international organizations

39 Other current transfers

4 Interest on public debt

40 Interest on domestic debt

41 Interest on external debt

11 CAPITAL EXPENDITURES

5 Constructions

42 Communications media

43 Buildings

44 Urban amenities

45 Hydraulic and sanitary works

46 Installations

47 Agricultural constructions

48 Other constructions

6 Machinery and equipment

■-■•: ■ •*• -' 49* Production machinery and equipment

50 Office equipment

51 Medical and sanitary equipment

52 Educational and recreational equipment

53 Transport equipment

54 Research and laboratory equipment

55 Animals

56 Miscellaneous equipment

7 Purchases of immovables

57 Land

58 Buildings

59 Other purchases of immovables

8 Capital transfers
. «•: . ... .. * '

60 Contributions tc decentralized investment agencies

61 Contributions to public enterprises

62 Contributions to local government
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Group Items Description

10

63

64

65

66

61

68

69

70

71

72

Contribution to private persons and agencies

Contributions to abroad

Other capital transfers

Financial investments

Loans and advances to domestic sectors

Loans and advances to abroad

Acquisition of financial assets

Other financial investments

Amortization of public debt

Amortization of domestic debt

Amortization of external debt

Commission and other expenditures

Definition of items

I. .CURRENT EXPENDITURES

0. Personal services

109* This group comprises all cash expenditure under the head of services

rendered by permanent and non-permanent civil and military personnel. It

includes ordinary salaries, wages, extra-pay, entertainment allowances, and

all other cash remuneration prior to deductions for operating and investment

programmes (construction on a cost-plus-fee basis, etc. ). Excluded are

loans in kind arid contributions by the State to social security and pension

schemes for its officials and workers; these items are included in the

group "Current transfers".

01. Salariaa for permanent posts - Includes salaries paid to permanent

personnel.

02. Salaries for temporary posts - Includes salaries paid to temporary

personnel like contracted, supernumerary, and substitute employees.

03. Extra-pay - Theso are periodical or complementary remunerations

added to the basic salary. Includes premiums, professional,

complements, food expenses, overtime pay and other kind cf

payments of this nature.
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04. Day-wages - Are the remuneration paid to workers, contracted.

05. Per diem - Payments to personnel rendering services in a different

place of his duty station.

06. Remuneration for technical services - Are payments made for

personal rendering "by professionals or technicians for special

research, consultations, otc..

07. Fees - Are additional payments given under special orn&itions like

Christmas premiums, bonuses, cash supplements.

08. Salary of parliamentarian - Salaries of members of legislative

branch.

09. Cost of living allowance - Includes additional payments to

employees given to compensate rising in cost of living,

Q.tQ. Representation allowance - Are additional remuneratirn received

by senior officials of the government in relation with the post

occupied.

0.11 Other remunerations - Include all other kind of remuneration for

personal services not included in preceding items.

1, Hon-personal services

110. Comprises payments of services not related to remuneration of

employees' services, made to persons or to public or private institutions

in compensation for the rendering of non-personal services or for the use

•ff personal property or real estate, as, for example, public utilities,

advertising, printing and binding, travel expenses, carriage, building

rental, land and equipment, financial services, services for the regular

upkeep and repair of works, and miscellaneous services.

1.12 Rents - Include expenses for rent of services and goods, like

rents of buildings, equipment, machinery, transportations etc..

1.13 Post and telegraph - Expenses for letters, telegrams, bcoks etc.

delivered.

1.14 Cablegrams and radiograms - Expenses for delivery of cablegrams

and radiograms.
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1.15 Electricity - Expenses produce by consumption of electricity.

1.16 Water supply and Beverage - Expenses for consumption of water

and utilisation of services of the sewerage system.

1.17 Telephone - Expenses for the services of telephone.

1.18 Gas - Expenditures for the consumption of gas.

1.19 Advertising, printing and binding - Expenses for advertising,

propaganda, printing and binding,

1.20 Travel expenses - Includes expensec for travelling of employees.

1.21 Insurance and commissions - Are expenses in commercial commissions,

bank expenditures, judiciary expenses, insurance, etc..

1*22 Equipment maintenance - Includes expenses for maintenance and

restore of equipment-

I.23 Upkeep of works - Expenses in repairing public works like roads,

bridges, buildings, etc..

1-24 Other non-personal services - Are other expenses on non-personal

services not included in preceding items.

2. Materials and supplies

111. Comprises the purchase of supplies, materials and all goods used in

government activities. The supplies are expected to have an average life of

a year or less. For practical purposes, this group also includes articles

that may last longer but are not regarded as fixed assets because of their

low unit value and the difficulty of stocking them. Military supplies,

materials and equipment come into the same group, whatever their unit value

and average useful life,

2.25 Foodstuffs and agricultural and forest products - Includes

expenses in food for persons and animals, products of agriculture

or livestock and forest products.

2.26 Mineral (except hydrocarbons) - Expenses in mining products, like

coal, metallic and non-metallic products, stones, sands, etc.

Exclude hydrocarbons.
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2.27 Textiles and clothing — ^re expenses in all kind of textiles

and clothing*

2-28 jPa^er^nd jirint^j^na_tt3r - Includes expenses in all types and

forms of papers, paperboard a.nd printed matter like books, magazines,

school manuals* r.evr^papsrs and others.

2.29 Leathcr^anrl^iibbeT1 products - Expenses in products" made of leather

and rubt3r; like shoes, briefcase,etc

2-3° Ghe^ica2R-a^a_^ol3.t_ed _P£oducts - Includes expenses in chemical

product7 combustible^ pesticides, fuel oil, pharmaceutical, oto.

2-3"1 Non-metallic cjineral_produots - Expenses in iron metallic products,

like cementj e;ln<3G, etc.,

2.32 Metal products - Includes expenses in products like iron, war

equipment; metallic structures, instruments, etc.

2-33 Other materials c.u_d .._supjplieg_ - ConBiders all other kind of expenses

in materials and supplies not included in the preceding items.

3• Current transfers

112, Comprises current disbursements to enterprises or pensions for

transactions not involving counterpart good or services, as, for example,

pensions, personal "bo^u^c^ in&^cuities, subsidies, grants, contributions

to social security and pension funds, etc.

3.34 Pensions - Includes expenses in pensions, letiro payments, work

accidents., etc* =

3*35 direct .tiia7ipfei;a_to^g^iyj^jgbk8- ~ These are cash payments to

individuals, ether tb?.n in return for ^ood and services rendered.

These are included r>a,y-nents for family allowances, scholarships,

social EuT>siciies to persons, etc.

rnnL.voT^ to ^terpj?ises_ - Covers payments in cash to

enterprises other than for goods and services rendered, includes

also deficits cf government enterprises which are run at loss

as a result of a policy decision.
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3.37 Transfers to government institutions and local government -

These are cash payments to decentralized agencies and local

government other than for good services rendered, made in

- ". " obedience of laws.

3*38 Contributions to international organizations - Includes payments

.. ■■ ■-;-- - made to international organizations, like UNESCO, PAO, UHTCEF,

,.-.'.. .-•■>.■' : etc. .

: "' 3.'39 Other current transfers - Are transfers of different nature

than included in preceding items.

4. Interest on public debt

113. This group includes all expenditures connected with the payments of

interest on public debt liabilities deriving from the sale of securities

or direct internal and external loans*

4*40 Interest on the domestic debt - Includes payments of interest on

the domestic debto . .,..

^•41 Interest on external debt - Covers payments in interest on '

external debt*

II. CAPITAL EXPENDITURES

5• Construetiono

114* Comprises expenditures for the financing of building on a contract

basis as well as additions and extraordinary repairs also undertaken on that

basis. The term construction covers buildings, urban facilities and

hydroelectric works, highways, ports, airports, the installation of

electricity, telegraph and tolephone cables and the like. Extraordinary

additions and repairs are those which, once undertaken, will improve or

prolong the normal life of a "building or work.

5.42 Communications media - Expenses in construction of roads, streets,

bridges, airports, and other communications media.

5«43 Buildings - Expenses in construction for buildings, houses,

commerce; industry, services, etc,.

5»44 Urban amenities -- Expenses in construction of squares, gardens,

monuments, statutes, culture buildings, etc..
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5.45 Hydraulic and sanitary works - Exponses in construction of

sewerage and other hydraulic and sanitary works.

5.46 Installation - Expenses in materials for connecting different

places, like electricity lines for transmission, gas pipe-lines,

telephone lines, as well as installation of machinery and equipment.

5.47 Agricultural constructions - Expenses in cattle "barn, poultry

yards, etc..

5-46 Other construction — Expenses in other construction net included

in preceding items.

6. Machinery and oquipment

115* Includes all expenditures on the purchase of machinery and/ar equipment

and the accessories and fittings that form part of or supplement the main

unit, and expenditures on transport and installations in connexion with such

purchases. Each specific item in this group indicates whether the particular

type of equipment conoerned is a new purchase or has been in use. Extra

ordinary repairs that prolong the useful life of the equipment beyond the

normal limit would also come into this group. The goods included under

the head of machinery and equipment will be itemized in accordance with the

two "broad specifications that they should be durable and in permanent use.

6.49 Production machinery and equipment - Expenses in machinery and

equipment for agriculture, industry, construction, communications

and services.

6.50 Office equipment - Includes expenses in all kinds of equipment

for offices,

6.5t Medical and sanitary equipment - Expenditures in medical, dental

and sanitary equipment, with the exception of minor instrument

for raedico-chirurgical purposes,

6,52 Educational and recreational equipment - Expenditures in equipment

for education and recreation, like audio-visuals, sports,

scholar furniture, etc..
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6.53 Transport equipment - Expenses in transport equipment as well as

traction and meofcanical or animal elevation. Includes carer,

"buses? trucks, railroad equipment, aeroplanes, helicopters,

bicycles, elevators, cranes? etc..

^•54 Research and laboratory equipment - Includes all types of research.

and laboratory equipment«,

6,55 Animals ■■- Expanses in animals for work/or reproduction like horses,

cattle, sheep, etc.

6,% Miscellaneous equipment - Expenses of equipment not included in

the preceding items.

7• Purchases of immovables

116. Includes expenditure for the purchase of land and buildings which should

be differentiated by type in the specific itemization, i.e. office buildings,

housing, warehouses, .etc

1-51- Land - Includes purchases of any piece of land with any purpose,

like land for building, for public works, for land settlement, etc.

7.58 Buildings - Expenses in purchase of houses, buildings, etc. for

■ public utility*

7-59 Other purchases of immovables - Includes expenses in purchases

of immovables not considered in preceding items.

®" Capital transferi3_

117. Includes expenditures with no offsetting entry for investment in public

or private agencies and bodies. Also includes transfers 00 finance the

construction of housing and other buildings, the purchase of machinery and

equipment, increase in stocks or working capital, the financing of credit

activities, etc*

8-60 Contributions to decentralized investment agencies - Cash payments

autonomous institution with investment purposes.

8.61 Contributions to public enterprises - Cash payments to government

enterprises with specific investment objectif.
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8.62 Contributions to local government - Covers cash payments to

local government with specific investment purposes.

8.63 Contributions tc private persons and agencies - Includes to

cash payments to private persons and organizations for

financing private investments.

8.64 Contributions to abroad - Covers payments to international

organizations and friends countries for financing capital

investmentsa

8.65 Other capital transfers - Considers other capital transfer

payments not included in preceding items.

9• Financial investmerits

118. Comprises expenditures under the head of loans, the purchase of

credit documents, shares and titles deeds and other similar disbursements.

9.66 Loans and -advances to domestic sectors - Money lent directly

to a particular borrower in domestic sectors.

9*67 Loens and advances to abroad ■- Is money lent directly t» a

particular "borrower abroad,

9.68 Acquisition of financial assets - Includes payments for

acquisition of financial assets, like shares, bonds, etc.

9.69 Other fiua-ncial disbursement - Considers all payments made in

other financial disbursement not included in preceding items.

10, Amortization of public debt

119- Includes payments for the amortization of public debt, domestic and

external.

10*70. Amortisation of^ji^mestic debt — Covers payments for the amorti

zation of domestic debt,

10.71 Amortization of external debt - Includes payments for the

amortization of foreign debt.

10.72 Commissions and other expenditures - Includes payments in

. commissions and other administrative expenditures produced by

the public debt.
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Cross classification "by activities and objects

120. In the performance budget it is useful to present a cross classification

of activities and objects inside a sub-programme or simple programme as well.

An example is included here for the sub-programme Food and Drug Control.

Cross classification by activities and objects of the

sub-programme Food and drug control

c.

0.

0.

0.

1.

1.

1.

1.

•

2.

I.

0.

1

2

3

9

1.

12

13

20

22

2.

28

*"*"-"*~^_ Activities

Objects " ***—-»-^._

CURRENT EXPENDITURES

Personal Services

Salaries of permanent

post

Salaries of temporary

post

Per ciem

Cost of living

allowance

Non-personal Services

Rents

Posts & telegraphs

Travel expenses

Equipment maintenance

Material and Supplies

Paper and printed j

matters

Total

Total

Activity 1

Drug

control

Activity 2

Food

control

Activity 3

Narcotics

control

Activity 4

Control of

consraetics

121. The expenditure budget is completed when activities, or projects, can

be identified and the object classification can be used for measuring the

co3ts nf everyone. This information makes it possible for measuring the

total and unitary costs of the achievements programmed.
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classification of government transactions

122. These classifications are prepared, by a process of reclassification

of the information contained in the body of the budget, "with the purpose

of facilitating general analysis of the policy of the government. They

present adequate information on the allocation of resources to policy

makers. Provide macro-economic data and are useful at the policy fcrmulation

end.

123. These classifications are the economic, the functional and the sectoral

classifications of government transactions and also provides a direct

link with national accounting data since it provides the building blocks

for the construction of such accounts with reference to the public sector.

These systems of classification have a further advantage that they lend

themselves to the process of aggregation of all public sector transactions.

They are also useful in the formulation of aggregative plans such as

perspective plans and long-term plans.

1. Economic classification of government transactions

124. The purpose of the economic classification is to show separate

categories of expenditures and receipts having distinct economic effects.

The government expenditure on goods and services items would measure

the level of demand on ths real resources of the economy. These

outlays need to "be segregated according to payments made for capital

formation and for expenditures on goods and services for "consumption"

purposes. Social security "benefits and other cash benefits paid by

the government to recipients in the private sector and tax receipts,

redistribute the income in the rest of the economy: tney are defined

as transfer payments and receipts, i.e. payments and receipts which

are not made direct return for goods supplied or services rendered.
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Simplified model of economic classification of government transactions

Head
Sub-

Head

0

Items
Sub-

Items
Headings

Current Expenditures

Operative Expenditures

Remunerations

Other purchases of goods and services

for current operations

Current Transfers

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

3

1

2

Interest

In domestic currency

In foreign currenoy

Subsidies

Payments to households

Pensions

Others

Payments for current operations to;

Decentralized agencies

Local government

Payments to abroad

Capital Expenditures

Gross capital formation

Constructions

Purchase of equipment

Purchase of immovables

Capital transfers to

Decentralized agencies

Local government

Abroad

Financial investments

Direct loans and advances

Decentralized agencies

Local government

Abroad

Repayment of direct borrowing from*

Domestic sectors

Abroad

Acqusition of o-wnership rights in:

Public enterprises

Private enterprises
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125- Concepts of items are presented in the section "general consolidated

account of the public sector transactions".

Harmonization of the expenditure and object olassification with

the economic classification

126. For this purpose a simplified scheme is included here.

Scheme for the harmonization of the "object" and "economic"

Economic

Items

0

01

011

012

Object

Items

(o)
1

2

3

4

5
6

7
8

9
10

11

(D
12

13

14

15
16

17
18

19
20

21

22

23

24

classifications of government expenditures

Economic Headings

Current expenditures

Operative expenditures

Remunerations

Other purchases of goods

and services for current

operations

Object Headings

Personal services

Salaries for permanent posts

Salaries for temporary posts

Extra pay

Pay wages

Per diem

Remuneration for technical services

Fees

Salary of parliamentarian

Cost of living allowance

Representation allowance

Other remunerations

Non-personal services

Rents

Posts and telegraphs

Cablegrams and radiograms

Electricity

Water supply and sewerage

Telephone

Gas

Advertising, printing and binding

Travel expenses

Insurance and commissions

Equipment maintenance

Up keep of works

Other non-uersonal services
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Economic

Items

02

021

022

023

024

025

1

11

111

Object

Items

(2)
25

26

27

28

29
30

31
32

33

(4)
40

41

36

34

35

37

38

(5)
42

43

44

45
46

47
48

Economic Headings

Current Transfers

Interest

Subsidies

Payments to households

Payments for current

operations:

Payments to abroad

Capital Expenditures

Gross capital formation

Constructions
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Object Headings

. ..... Materials- and- supplies

Foodstuffs and agricultural and

forest products

Mineral (except hydrocarbons)
Textiles and clothing

Paper and printed matter

Leather and rubber products

Chemicals and related products

Non—metallic products

Metal products

Other materials and supplies

Interest on public debt

Interest on domestic debt

Interest on external debt

Direct transfers to enterprises

Pensions

Direct transfers to individuals

Transfers to government institutions

and local government

Contributions to international

o rgani zat ions

Constructions

Communications media

Buildings

Urban amenities

Hydraulic and sanitary works

Installations

Agricultural construction

Other constructions
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Economic

Items

Object

Items
Economic Headings Object Headings

112

113

12

13

131

132

14

(6)
49
50

51
52

53

54

55

(7)
57
58

59

(8)
60

61

62

63

64

65

(9)
66

67

(10)
70

71

72

68

Purchase of equipment

Purchase of immovables

Capital transfers

Financial investments

Direct loans and advances

Repayment of direct

borrowing

Acquisition of owner

ships rights

Machinery and equipment

Production machinery & equipment

Office equipment

Medical & sanitary equipment

Educational & recreational equipment

Transport equipment

Research and laboratory equipment

Animals

Miscellaneous equipment

Purchase of immovables

Land

Buildings

Other purchases of immovables

Capital transfers

Contributions to decentralized

investment agencies

Contributions to public enterprises

Contributions to local government

Contributions to private persons

and agencies

Contributions to abroad

Other capital transfers

Financial investments

Loans and advances to domestic sectors

Loans and advances to abroad

Amortization of public debt

Amortization of domestic debt

Amortization on external debt

Commission and other expenditures

Acquisition of financial assets
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Economic classification of Revenue

127. This classification divide current and capital receipts. Each group

has specific items, as it can be seen in tii& following table.

Simplified classification schema of government revenues

Group Items

9

10

11

12

13

U

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Description

CURRENT RECEIPTS

Dcmestic_ direct taxation

Taxes on personal income

Taxes on corporate income

Social security contributions

Pension schsms contributions

Property taxes

Other domestic direct taxation

Domesxic irdii -ot taxation

General Gales and turnover taxes

Selective sale^ taxoG

Royalties on rational resources

Licence taxes

Taxes on asserts

Property transfer taxes

Stamp dutiot

Other domsst.'G indirect taxes

Foreign trs.do__taction

Import dutict-s

Export duties

Taxes en foreign exchange

Other external taxes

Sales of Govurnmant Services

Agricultural sorv

Transport, cominunication and storage services

Justice and security services

Educat i on h 9 rvic 0 s

Health services

Social c GTvioc-3
c

Other
c

d of government services
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Group Items Description

II

7

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

Interest and .dividends received

Interest received from central government

agencies

Interest received on loans and advances to

local government

Interests and dividends received from other

sectors

Rents from government lands and buildings

Other interests and dividends received

Surplus from government enterprises

Surplus of enterprises producing goods

Surplus of enterprises producing services

Transfers for current operations

Transfers from central government agencies

Transfers from local government

Transfers from abroad

Capital receipts

Capital transfers

Transfers from domestic sectors

Transfers from abroad

Sales of existing capital goods

Land

Buildings

Machinery and equipment

Financial assets

Other sales of. capital goods

Direct borrowing

Direct borrowing frcm Central, banks

Direct borrowing from commercial banks

Direct borrowing from domestic private sector

Direct borrowing from abroad

Other sources of borrowing

128.Definition of items is presented i:i the section "general consolidated

account of the public seator transactions"„
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■ ■ ■ . 2.. .. Classification of foverrunent expenditures "by functions

129. For policy and analysis pui-poses it is necessary to make a reclassi-

fication of the expenditures by uniform functional categories. This

classification will provide more precise information on the allocation

of government funds according to functions -^r purposes. The functional

classification is of particular value to countries undergoing changes in

their institutional structures since it ensures comparability of data from

one period to another,

130. The functional classification shows the efforts of the government in

the different activities or fields of action like education, agricultural

development, general administration, etc..

These activities are classified under four "broad groups:

1. General services

2. Social and community services

3. Economic services

4« Unallocable expenditures

131. The group general servi_ces_ covers activities associated with the

provision of services which require the use of compulsory powers and there

fore have no private counterpart. Examples are national dofence, justice

and police, and general administrations that is, services related to the

administration of the central government sector as a whole or of a local

government unit. These services which are indispensable to the existence

of an organized state are provided by general government agencies only, and

cannot be conceptually allocated to particular groups of beneficiaries.

132. The group social and community services covers essentially activities

associated with the provision of basic social services to consumers, such

as education, health and special welfare services, which in most countries

are provided in +he main by general government bodies.

133. The group economic services covers activities associated with the

provision of services needed for community living.

134. The group unallocable expenditures covers all other activities not

included in preceding groups, for 5xanplo5 public debt services,

subsidies, etc..
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Simplified model of functional olassj.iioa_bio:i of government.expenditures

Group Function
Sub-

Function
heading

01

02

03

04

01

02

03

1

2

3

4

5
6

7

1

2

3

4

5
6

7

1

2

3

4

5
6

7

General eervices

General administration

Organs of state

Fiscal administration

General economic regulation

Conduct of foreign affairs

Other

Justice and pnlice

Administration

Law courts

Police

Priso^n

Other places of detention and correction

General research and scientific services

Defence

Admini c x i"at ion

Armed forces

Civil defence

Other

Social and ooiruiunity services

Education

Administration

Primary schools

Secondary schools

Colleges and universities

Technical training institutions

Adult edjcation, libraries and museums

Other

Health

Administration

Research

Hospitals . . .

Medical and dental centres and clinics

Individual health services

National hoalth scheme

Special health programmes

Social security and special welfare services

Administration

Social security benefits

¥ar veteran benefits

Mabexnal and child care '

Care of aged end disabled

Care of the r.entally defective

Other welfare institutions
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Group Function

04

01

Sub-

Function

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

Heading

Community services

Admini s t rat i on

Housing

Firo protection

Water supply

Sewerage,refuse disposal and othei

sanitary services

Recreation

Social and community services not

included elsewhere

Economic services

Agriculture and non-mineral resources

Administration and regulation

Research

Agriculture

Forestry

Hunting and fishing

02 Fuel and power

1 Administration'and regulation

2 Research

3 Coal mining, petroleum 'and natural gas

4 Electricity, gas,, steam heat and power

03 Other mineral resources, manufacturing and

construction

1 Administration and regulation

2 Research

3 Mineral resources not classified elsewhere

4 Manufacturing

5 Building and construction

04 Transport, storage and communications

1 Administration and regulation

2 Research

3 Railways

4 National highways

5 Roads and streets

6 Waterways

7 Water transport

8 Air transport

9 Other transport, storage and warehousing

10 Communications
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Group Function

Sub-

Function
Heading

05

06

01

02

03

04

05
06

07

Other economic services

Administration and regulation

Research

Commerce

Economic services not included elsewhere

Multi-purpose projects

Administration

Projects

Unallocable expenditure

Interest on general debt

Subsidies not included elsewhere

General transfers to local government

Foreign economic aid and other unallocable

transfers abroad

Repayment of direct borrowing

Religion

Other

Notes and definitions

1, General services

1.01 General administration (Manual, item 1)

135. Includes all expenditures related to the work of general administration,

1.01.1 Organs of state - Includes the remuneration of members of

legislative bodies, of the official head of state and of their staff, and

expenditure on goods and services uses in the operation of these organs

including expenditure for provision and upkeep of buildings and office

facilities, and for related library and research activities. Also includes

similar expenditure for audit bodies, permanent or ad hoc commissions and

other agencies acting on behalf of the legislature. .

1.01.2 Fiscal administration - Expenditures in connexion with the

collection of taxes, raising of public money, management of the public debt

and control over the disbursement of public funds (other than by bodies

acting on behalf of the legislature). The typical agencies concerned are

the Ministry of Finance, the Budget Office and internal revenue and

customs authorities. Also included are the management expenses of

government financial enterprises organized for collecting savings and

issuing coins.
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1.01.3 General economic regulation - Expenditure of "bodies concerned

wi+h the planning and supervision of general policy and development

programmes (eBg», Ministry of Economic Affairs, Planning Commission) and

all agencies for regulating general econcmic activities and controlling

the use of resources. Includes price and wage control agencies, labour

arbitration boards and agencies charged with the regulation of weights and

measures, registeration of business concerns and regulation of b&jiks for

control over credit policies. Includes also the management expenses of

multiple exchange rate schemes and foreign exchange stabilization funds.

Agencies primarily concerned with the regulation of specific production

and trading activities aro shown under the appropriate sub-heads.

1.01.4 Conduct of foreign affairs - Expenditure incurred with the

object of protecting and promoting all agencies charged primarily with the

formulations (e.g. Ministry of Foreign Affairs, diplomatic and consular

services). Includes expenditure on broadcasting services and other media

providing information for foreign countries, as well as libraries and other

cultural activities conducted abroad. Broadly speaking, the expenditure of

all agencies established abroad, except those of a military nature, is covered.

Contributions to meet the costs of international bodies other than

specialized agencies are included, but net expenditure on foreign economic

aid, which is shown under the head of 4-04*

1»01»5 Other - Expenditure for central government personnel management,

the collection and provision of information to the public (e.g., the central

statistical office) and general services not classified elsewhere. Registra

tion and control services of a social rather than economic nature (for

example, registration of Mrths, deaths, and marriages, and immigration

services) are included here. Transfer payments to immigrats are also

shown under this sub-head.

1.02 Justice and police (Manual, item 3)

136• Includes all expenditure related to the preservation of law and order,

e.g. for the provision and upkeep of law courts, police forces, prisons

and other places of detention and correction.
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1.02.1 Administration - Expenditure for the central administration

Af activities connected with the maintenance of internal order.

1.02.2 Law courts - Expenditure for law courts and the judicial system.

Covers all general legal tribunals, and related agencies in charge of

parole and probation activities and the registration of legal aid to

households and private non-profit institutions. Agencies responsible

fOr the regulation of economic activities are not shown here, but under

sub-head 1.01.3 "General economic regulation"; oven though they may

perform judicial functions.

1-02.3 Police- Expenditure for police activities including traffic

control. Excludes expenditure for special internal security forces, 'Which

is classified under 1.04.2 "Armed forces"- Traffic control activities may

alternatively be classified under "National highways" (3.04*4) or "Roads

and streets"'(3.04.5).

1*02*4 Prisons - Expenditure for the operation and upkeep of prisons,

and for new construction.

1.02.5 Other places of detention and correction - This sub-head is

comparable with 1.02,4, but in relation to other places of detention and

correction such as criminal asylums and reformatories.

1.03 General research and scientific services (Manual, item 6a)

137. Expenditure on research and scientific services which are not linked

to the provision or promotion of any particular type of service but which

are of benefit to the whole community. Covers expenditure of general

government agencies engages in general research in science, and contributions

to non-profit institutions engaged in similar activities. Includes

expenditure on atomic energy research, except for defence purposes (shown

in 1.04.2), on meteorological services, geological and map-making surveys

and the like. Meteoiological services provides in conjunction "with

transport facilities are included in group T-.04.
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1.04 Defence (Manual, item 2)

138. All expenditure directly serving defence needs and purposes.

1.04.1 Administration - Expenditure for the central administration

of activities serving defence purposes.

1.04.2 Armed forces - Expenditure tn keep the army, navy and air force

in a state of readiness. Covers all expenditure with the exceptions noted

below, whether by defence or oth^r departments, on the recruitment,

training, equipiing, moving, feeding, clothing, housing and medical care

of the armed forces. Includes expenditure for military construction and

equipment, and for research, inspection and storage. Contributions to the

cost of international military organizations are also included.

Expenditure excluded consits of t (a) foreign military aid (classified

under I.O4.4), (b) pensions awarded for death or disability and other special

aid to war veterans (classified under 2,03.3), and (c) expenditure directly

serving sivilian purposes and not incurred as a necessary part of the cost

of maintaining a self-sufficient organization for the armed forcos. The

latter is classified under the appropriate civil heading. If the police is

used to a (great extent for fighting rebels or for similar taks which are

oirer and above what may formally be regarded as police duties,'it is prefer

able to include extraordinary police duties in this item while le?ving

expenditure on normal police work in 1.02.

1.04.3 Civil defence; - Expenditure for the strengthening of public

services to meet the emergencies that might arise in time of war, the

training of civil defence personnel and the acquisition of stocks,

1.04.4 Other - Net expenditure on stockpiling of strategic materials

and expenditure for foreign aid olearly undertaken for defence purposes.

The distinction between foreign economic a-.d foreign military aid may often

be quite tenuous, and, in practice, the description given in the legislative

appropriation of funds may have to be used as the best guide for the

purpose.
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2. Social and community services

2.01 Education (Manual, item 7)

139- Expenditure for the provision, support, supervision and regulation

of schools and institutions of higher education, such as colleges,

universities and technical training institutes. Also includes adult

education, provisional of libraries and museums, and scholarships or similar

grants to individuals. All educational activities are included, unless

they are an integral part of some other government service. Examples are

military schools, classified under "Defence" (1.04) and reform schools

included under "Justice and police" (1.02). Schools for the deaf, dumb

and blind are considered as welfare institutions and classified accordingly

under "Social security and special welfare services" (2.03). Where

expenditure on school health services is significant in amount and can be

■isolated, it should be classified in item 2.02.7. The net cost of

providing cheap school meals should be shown under sub-head 2.03-4 as

a special "welfare service,

2.02 Health (Manual, item 8)

140. Expenditure on facilities or services for preventing and curing human

illness. Expenditure on similar facilities and services for members of th«

armed forces is not classified here but under "Defence" (1.04.2). Veterinary

services are shown under "Agriculture" (3.01.3).

This heading is divided to show the costs of central administration

(2.02.1); expenditure on research (2,0202); expenditure on all hospitals

(2.02.3)5 including those run for war veterans and contributions to private

hospitals; expenditure on medical and dental centres and clinics (2,02.4)

other than child welfare clinics which cone under the sub-head 2.03«4»

expenditure on individual health services (2.02.5), (i.e. medical, dental

and opthalmic treatment and midwifery services) including contributions

to private health insurance schemes; and, where applicable, expenditure ,.

on the national health scheme (2.02.6) for the various health services

provided, except the* costs of central administration which are shown und«r

sub-head 2.02.1.
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Expenditure on special health (2,02,7) includes outlays on the

provision of drugs and appliances and on activities in the field for the

purpose of fighting and controlling particular diseases and carrying

out vaccination and immunization programmes»

2,03 Social security and special welfare services (Manual, xtem 9)

141. Types of activity and "benefit payments are identified as far as

possible "by the category or persons "benefited. This heading is sub

divided to show costs of central administration (2.03.1)? social security

benefits (2.03.2), including unemployment insurance benefits, contribu

tions to private unemployment insurance schemes, payments of pensions to

former government employees,, payments of non-contributory pensions and

other forms of assistence to the needy not related to a social security

scheme; war veteran benefits (2.03.3,)) including support payment to war

veteran organizations; maternal and child welfare (2,03-4)jincluding

payment of family allowances and maternity benefits, net cost of cheap

school meals, expenditure on child welfare clinics and orphanages and

provision of home help for mothers, etc-: care of the aged and disabled

(2.03.5)5 care of the mentally defective (2,03.6)? and other welfare

institutions not included above (2,03-7)= Transfers to local gcverninurt

for special welfare services should "be classified under the appropriate

sub—head.

2.04 Community services (Manual, items 5 and 10)

142. Expenditure for the provision, assistance or support of hcubing and

related slum clearance activities, and for the planning and supervision

of multi-purpose schemes for community development (these being sliown

in the Manual under item 6 t). Also includes fire protection, sewerage

and refuse disposal, water supply and other sanitary services, such ac

food and drug inspection, disinfection and smoke regulation, expenditure

on the provision and upkeep of recreational facilities such as parks,

playgrounds and athletic fields, and of such social facilities as botanical

and zoological gardens and radio and television studios. Payments to

theatres, orchestras and art groups run on a non—commercial basis are alsc

classified here, together with contributions to the Y.M.C.A., the Y.W.C.A.,

boy scouts, girl guides and other youth organizations.
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3• Economic services_

3.01 Agricultural and non-mineral resources (Manual, item 11)

143. Expenditure for the conservation, development and effective use of

the soil, forests^ livestock, fishing resources and wild-life of a country.

Includes outlays for veterinary services, extension services, land irrigation

and drainage, reclamation of waste land, land settlement, reforestation,

forest fire prevention, propagation and protection of fish and wild -life,

etc.. This item is cub-divided to show the costs of central administration

and regulation (3.01.1), research (3.01.2), agriculture (3.01.3), forestry

(3.01.4)» and hunting and fishing (3.01.5).

Sub-head 3.01.1 oovers the costs of central administration, and the

costs of inspection and regulation not directly iraputable to a particular

group of industries under this head. The expenditure of separately organized

units in charge of regulating or inspecting a specific industry is classified

under the appropriate sub-head.

Research or experimental work affecting more than cne group of

industries is shown under 3-01=2, Costs of research directly associated

with a particular industry are classified under the relevant sub-head.

The sub-heads 3.01,3, 3.01.4 and 3-01.5 includes capital formation of

government trading enterprises, and subsidies, capital transfers and Iopjib

to units operating in the industry in question. Management expenses of

financial enterprises whose operations are linked to a particular group of

industries are also included and shown under the curresponding sub-head.

Financial enterprises which service more than one group of industries

covered by this heading are included under sub—head 3-01.1.

3.02 Fuel and power (Manual, item 12)

144. Expenditure on the extraction and development of coal, petroleum and

natural gas, including prospecting, surveying, map-making and other related

activities and on the production, transmission and distribution of electricity,

gas steam heat and power. This heading is cub-divided into administration

and regulation, research and broad industrial groups, as in the case of

heading.3.01,
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3.03 Other mineral resources, manufacturing and construction (Manual,item 13)

145. Expenditure in connexion with the extraction, development and distribu

tion of mineral resources other than coal, petroleum and natural gas, expen

diture on manufacturing and facilities connected with the building and

construction industries,

3.04 Transport, storage and communications (Manual, items 4 and 14)

146. Expenditure on the provision and maintenance of transport and communi

cation facilities by land, sea and air. They include docks, harbours,

improvements in inland and coastal waterways, roads and highways, bridges,

terminals and airports, as well as improvements in the postal, telegone,

telegraph and radio services. Expenditure on storage and warehousing is

also included,

3-°5 Other economic services (Manual, item 15)

147. This heading covers activities not specified under previous headings *r

which cannot be allocated to the economic services shown separately in the

scheme. It is subdivided to show costs of central administration (3.05.1)j

research (3.05.2); commerce (3.05-3), which includes all expenditure on

activities not elsewhere included (3.05,4) as, for example, advisory cervices

provided to the business sector in general and to the entertainment and

personal service industries (cinemas, theatres, restaurants and hotels).

3*06 M-ti-purposo pro.jects (Manual, part of item 6b)

148. Includes expenditure on irrigation, flood control and electric power

projects that aro difficult to group under specific heads.

4" Unallocable expenditure (Marma.1, jter.s 10d and 16 to 20)

149. This heading covers expenditure that cannot be allocated to particular

services or activities as defined in the schemo. Examples are interest on the

general debt, subsidies not included elsewhere, general transfers to local

government, foreign economic aid and other unallocable transfers abroad*

Also includod are exponditure on the State church, when applicable, or

contributions to religious organizations for purposes of general assistance

as well as provision for other social services not included above.
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Cross classification of government "transactions by economic

and_funotional categories

150. An example is presented for illustrating this cross classification.

See page 78.

3• Global classification of expenditure "by sectors of activities

151* A national development strategy can emphasize development of human

resources or increase natural resources knowledge, extension of economic

infrastructure, maintenance of public order;, increase in production, etc.,

A good sectoral classification must show the different efforts undertaken

"by the government in every sector of activity, grouped in a manner which

can easily point out the ms.In lines of the strategy of development followed.

152. For planning purposes, the sectoral classification is very useful

because it gives the frame for the presentation of development efforts to

be made to -execute the strategy of developmente For the co-crdination of

development plans and annual government budget it is necessary to. introduce

the same sectoral classification..

153- The sectoral classification must be introduced in relation with the

broad organizational classification. It links the institutional frame of

the government with the specific areas of action, and permit the identifica

tion of the main lines of action of the public sector.

Group

1

Sub

groups

1

Sectors

01

02

03

04

05

06

Heading

Tevelo^rae.at of resources

Human resources

Education

Public Health

Labour

Social Security

Housing

Otheis
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Group

2

3

4

5

Sub

groups

2

1

2

Sectors

07

08

09

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

Heading

Natural resources

Minerals

Forestry

Hydraulic

Fishery

Others

Development of infra-structura

Transportation

Coramuni c at ion

Energy

Irrigation

Water supply and sewerage

Development of production

Agriculture and cattle production

Agriculture

Livestock

Industrial production

Mining

Manufacture

Construction

Tourism

Commerce and Supply

General services

General administration

Defence

Police

Justice

Financial services

Banking

Insurance

Public debt services
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Definition^

nature of every item,

1.

0-1 Sducation

0.2 Public Health

0.3 Labour

(. 0,4. Social Security

0.5 Housing

°»6 Others

use. Includes

.:•.-.. ; Oj''' Minerals

, ..0.8 PO"f-' '-4---r

- ...0.9 Hydraulic

10 Fishery

^ Others

Transportation

15

1.6 . Water supply and
sewerage

national ^^^^^
laoiUtat mmercialization. Inoludes
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3.1 Agriculture and cattle production - Covers expenditures.

developing agriculture and livestock.

17 Agriculture

18 Livestock

3.2 Industrial production - Includes expenditures for i

industrial production.

19 Mining

20 Manufacture

21 Construction

22 Tourism

23 Commerce and Supply

4- General Services - Covers general administrative services* e*gi

justice, defence etc.. Includes:

24 General administration

25 Defence

26 Police

27 Justice

5» Financial services - Covers all payments made for rendered finan#ial

services through national banks, insurance companies, saving ef>rpo*aiio»

also includes payments on public debt. It is divided in the f*ll*wing

sectors:

28 Banking

29 Insurance

30 Public debt services.

An alternative sectoral classification scheme

155« In countries more relatively developed a rearrangement of sectors

be made in order to show more detailed efforts in the productive seettre

The scheme presented before emphasizes the action in economies which ar«

beginning development. The second one is more useful for countries vhif

are undertaking the construction of industries in a more advanced stage*
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Group

1

2

04

05

06

Sub

group

01

02

01

02

03

01

02

03

04

05

01

02

03

01

02

03

04

Sector

01

02

03

01

02

01

02

01

02

03

04

05

1

2
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Headings

Primary production

Agriculture

Agriculture •

Forestry

Fishing

Mining and Quarrying

Secondary production

Production of consumer's goods

Food industry

Light industry

Production of production's goods

Heavy industry (except machinery)
Manufacture of machinery

Construction

Infra—structure

Transport

Storage

Communications

Fuel and power

Water supply

Social services

Cultural services

Education

Scientific research

Public health

Social welfare

Community services

Htrusing

General services

General administration

Police and justice

Defence

Financial services

State Banking

State Insuranoe

Commerce

Public debt
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III. General consolidated account of Public sector Transactions

1. General comments

156. For accounting <uid policy purposes it is important the preparation of

a general consolidated account of revenues and expenditures of the public

sector.

157. This consolidated account must be co-ordinated with the national

accounts system.

158. Following the guidelines given by the Manual for Economic and Functional

Claesification of Governmental Transactions (ST/TAA/il/i2) prepared by the

Fiscal and Financial Branch, and the recommendations made by the Report of

the Workshop on Problems of Budgetary Reclassification and Management in

Africa in September 1961 in Addis Ababa, a model classification, under

economic lines had been prepared adapted to African countries. It is necessary

to make comments on the model proposed:

(1) The model account shown represents a consolidation of the transaction

of all units that form p^rt of the central government, including

(a) sectors of the general government, that is, Ministries and

central government uepartments and the autonomous or semi-autonomous

institutions that provide similar services (such as those dealing

with education, welfare, social security, etc,)| (b) ancillary

agencies tn&t supply goods and services' to other units of the

central government (such as naval shipyards, munition factories,

central purchasing offices, etc.); and (c) State commercial and

industrial enterprises.

(2) The data for the preparation of the t&ble are obtained from the

main budget accounts of the central government and, where necessary,

from special accounts (ordinary and extraordinary accounts, current

accounts, capital accounts, etc.).

As Government accounts are generally on a cash basis it is assumed

that general government transactions are recorded in the sane form.
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However, since State enterprises norn^liy use the commercial system

of accounting, it is assumed tnat their transactions will be recorded

on an accrual basis. As far as possible the sane accounting system

should be applied by the ancillary agencies, in order to make

possible a proper assessment of the results of their activities, and

of the costs of goods and services furnished to other government

bodies, and to ensure efficient budget management,

(3) The model account does not provide for depreciation of fixed assets

of genei^l government agencies of for the imputed cost of capital

owned by them, of for the net increase in pension liabilities in

respect of government employees. For government enterprises and

ancillary agencies that keep separate commercial accounts, the

depreciation data are obtained directly from those accounts. In the

following table the reserves for depreciation of fixed assets of

government enterprises and ourr.llary agencies are shown as a

separate item on the receipt of the consolidated current account

(item 10).

(4) The wide variation in pension arrangements for government employees

makes it difficult to arrive at a generally acceptable solution for

the recording of this item in the economic classification.

Consequently the treatment in the model account will not be suitable

in every case ana is put forward sir.iply aa cne of the possible

;. solutions. The .net-.iods s«t forth in tho *h.na?.l have been slightly

modified in the simplified mouel account in the sense that explicit

entries are shown on the receipts ana expenditure Rides of the

current account for sach transactions. Contritions to pension

schemes are included under current expenditure on goods and

services as part of the wages of government nployees (sub-item 1a)?

and shown as a separate item on the receipts side as "Contribution

to government employees'pensions schemes". r.7ie actual cash payment

of pensions to Oovern/ient employees is included under "Transfers

to income account of households" (sub-it-;.i /-.,,)„
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(5) 'i'ne model account separate in a specif] Item—tu« -taxation

trade. Since in African countries this is the main source of current

revenues it is important the clear knowledge of the receipts

obtained through duties levied on imports and exports*

Consolidated Account of General Government Agencies and putlic

enterprises

A. Current Account

Expenditure Receipts

1, Purchases of goods and services

for current operations

(a) fie.flu21era.tion and other benefits

(b) Other purchases of goods and

services for current operations

2, Interest

(a) In domestic currency

(b) In foreign currency

3, Subsidies

4» Transfers to income account of

households

(a) Pensions to government employees

(b) O'clier transfers

5. Transfers for current operations to;

(a) Central general government

agencies not inducted in the

consolidation

(b) Local government

6, Current transfers to abroad

8. Sales and charges

9» Net surplus from government enter

prises and ancillary agencies

10. Provision for depr«ciatio^ oi"

assets of government enterprises

and ancillary agencies

11. Interest and dividends received

12. Compulsory transfers from income

account of domestic sectors

(a) Taxes on personal income

(b) Taxes on corporate income

(c) Social security contributions

13* Contributions to government

employees' pension schemes

14. Other transfers from income

account of domestic sectors

15. Taxes on domestic production and

expenditure

(a) General sales and turnover taxes

(b) Selective sales taxes
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Expenditure

7. Caiient expenditure

It e c e i p t s

(c) i:oy...lxies on natural resources

(d) Licence taxes

(e) Taxes on assets

(f) Property transfer taxes

(g) Surplus of fiscal .aonopolies

16. Taxes on foreign trade

(a) Import duties

(b) Export duties

(c) Foreign exchange

17« Transfers for current operations

from s

(a) Central government agencies

not .includes in the consoli

dation

(b) Local government

(c) Current transfers from abroad

18. Current receipts

Balance s

19- Saving "before depreciation
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B, Capital Account

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

Expenditure

Gross capital formation (general

government)

(a) Purchases of new capital

goods

(b) Purchases of existing

capital goods

(c) Stockpiling (net)

Gross capital formation (Govern

ment enterprises and ancillary

agencies)

(a) Purchases of new capital goodis

(b) Purchases of existing capital

goods

(c) Stockpiling (net)

Transfers to capital account of

domestic sectors

(a) Central general government

not included in the

consolidation

(b) Local government

(c) Public and private enterprises

(d) Households

Capital transfers to abroad

Direct loans and advances to

domestic sectors

(a) Central general government

agencies not included in

the consolidation

19.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

3&.

39.

Receipts

Saving before depreciation

Sales of existing capital goods

Transfers from capital account of

domestic sectors

(a) Death duties

(b) Other capital taxes

(c) Other

Capital transfers from abroad

Repayments of direct loans and

advances from domestic sectors

(a) Central general government

agencies not included in the

consolidation

(b) Local government

-(c) Public anu private' enter

prises

(d) Households

Repayments of loans and advances

from abroad

Net increase in deposits with

government saving banks

Direct borrowing from domestic

sectors
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Expend! tare Receipts

(b) local government

(c) Public and private enter

prises

(d) Households

25. Direct loans and advances to

abroad

26. ■ Acquisition of ownership rights

in :

(a) Public enterprises

(b) Private enterprises

27» Purchases less sales of claims

on domestic sectors

(a) Central general government

agencies not included in

the consolidation

(b) Local government

(c) Public and private enter

prises

(d) Households

28. Purchases less sales of claims

on non-residents

29. inpayments of direct boirowing

from domestic sectors

(a) Central bank

(b) Commercial banks

(c) Other sectors

(a) Central bank

(b) Commercial banks

(c) Other sectors

40o,Diiect borrowing from abroad

(a) Public bodies

(b) Private bodies

41. Sales less purchases of negotiable

long—term securities issued by

central government agencies

(a) In domestic currency

(b) In foreign currency

42. Sales less purchases of negotiable

short-term securities issued by

central government agencies

(a) In domestic currency

(b) In foreign currency

43. Issue of securities in exchange

for ownership rights

44. Net increase in payables
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30.

31.

32,

Expenditure

Repayments of direct borrowing

from

(a)

(*)

Net

1 abroad

Public bodies

Private bodies

increase in receivables

Capital expenditure

H

45. Saving

capital

e c e i p t s

before depreciation and

receipts

Balance :

46. Net increase in cash

(a) Counterpart fund deposits

(b) Other

3* Definitions

159. General definitions are included here

1. Purchases of goods and services for current operations

All purchases of goods and services are included hereunder except:

(a) those for capital formation for civilian purposes (existing physical

assets, new capital goods, stockpiling (net) and, (b) transfers in kind

to other sectors. Expenditure should be recorded on a gross basis, without

deduction of offsetting receipts from sales and other charges (see item 8).

Purchases of goods and services for current operations comprise :
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(a) haauneration and otaer benefits

benefit in resr-a.t nf> ^,n , ,.„

1/

7 ration consists of 0Pdiaaly payBlents of ^
salves and including cverUne pay? peokoned before dedaction

and «ployee8.contritution to social Saourity and pension fttndB. Baployers,
ontritutlons, and cash 8uwlaaaut8 sach as bonasesi aliowan e;a

severance pay are also included.

—rat.on in klnd oove.s tne value of food, olotning and loagin8
t a lle fpe,.o, oharee> TMs itM ^^ not inciude tbe ^^

of self-anpl0yed w,k

and allow-nr.P of

defence p

forces, mccne in klnd excludes tne v.lue
at cost of shelt.er provided

siaould be oliiSsified

n^ expenaiture

f defence t,lsks (sucn as ■ t.e quelline of an

. AH parents of renttne , ~l

h ana flr.nirJ.ent U

U aefined m lt« 20 (a) ln dur.ole ana oo
nature, t also covers outlays, other than on purchases of land
construction of ,mtary ,uilding

,ey are ootn dur.ole ana oostly in

t0 the definitions
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administrative buildings, tr^inin^ ^rounds, j

as well as tanks, warships, war planes, guns, and other equipment, sach as

cars", and trucks for use by military personnel or for defence pur.po.ses.

Nevertheless the purchase ^f buildings and equipnent for plants

administered by defence departnents is included not under this item bat

under item 21.6, as part of tho capital formation of government enterprises.

Also excluded is the construction of housing for military personnel, which

is covered by item 20 (a).

(iii) Other goods anu services foi current operations G-Ianual, item

1»4)» Incluaes materials^ office supplies, expendable military supplies,

rent, fuel and light, repairs end maintenance^ printing, travel expenses,

telephone and telegraph charges ana other items for current operations. The

remuneration of .a embers of legislative bodies is also included, together

with the payments ..iade by a social security fund for health services

provided to their .aembers by persons or institutions not hired.or owned

by the fund.

Purchases from otner central government agencies are excluded, except

those from ancillary agencies keeping their own accounts,

2. Interest (Manual, items 13.2 and 13.3)

Covers interest p^id by general government agencies and financial

enterprises to sectors outside tne central government. Payments by one

government agency to another are not included, for instance, payment of

interest by trading-enterprises on the capital advanced to them by

government agencies. This item also covers interest paid by government

enterprises on overdrafts and otuer commercial credits.

■ ■ "-3. Subsidies di^nual, item 16)

These are c.sh payments to domestic pioducers, other than in return for

goods and services rendered, which are treated by the recipients as receipts

in their trading accounts. Transfers in kind to producers should also be

classified under this item, together with the deficits of government

enterprises which are run at a loss as the result of a policy decision.
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This item can be subdivided for the purposes of segregating subsidies

that are mainly related to consumer goods and allied services, such as

biead, rice, clothing, etc, from subsidies on investment foods and services

and goods and services for export. If the subsidies to producers are paid in

such a way as to enable a particular group of consumers or investors to

obtain materials for which all otxiers consumers or investors have to pay

unsubsidized prices, they inay be treatec as current transfers to households

or as capital transfers, respectivelyo

4* Transfers to income account of households (.manual, items 17 and 43.2)

This itea .consists ,iainly of payments in cash to households and to

private non-profit institutions serving households , that add to their

disposable incaae and ^re not paid in direct return for goods supplied or

services rendered. The types of payment incluaed are benefits to the

unemployed, aged am, disable, family allowances, veterans'benefits,

scholarships, grants to private schools ana to private social welfare

organizations, and pensions to former government employees. Transfers paid

through intermediaries such as local agencies of the general government are

included in this...item as transfers to households. Also incluaed are assis

tance in kind to the poor, food and clothin6 given to victims of a natural

disaster, the cost or free school meals, etc.

5. Transfers^for^j^iir^rent operations

incluaed in the consolidation

(fe-) l2__l2c.al_.^ovejrm_ent (.lanual, item

Transfers to central government agencies not included in the

consolidation as well as transfers to genaral government agencies at the

local level (provinces, municipalities, .tc.) treated by them as current

receipts. Transfers made by central government agencies for social purpo.es

and channelled to recipients through local general government agencies are

excluded (see item 4).

This item can be subdivided into (i) transfers for specific purposes

and (ii) general transfers,.
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Item (i) consists of transfers to loci government for current

expenditure on goods and services, to "be used for purposes specified "by

the central authorities (education, health, etc.). Iteffl (i:L) canpiises

transfers for general purposes, the di&posal of which is left to the

discretion of local government "bodies.

6. Current transfers to abroad (i-Unual, item 20.1)

Military aid (in cash, but not in kind), grants to supplement the

revenue of a dependant territory (which are analogous to a transfer to

local government for current operations), contributions to meet the adminis

trative costs of internal organizations, relief contributions in cash and

in kind, social security pensions paid to former residents currently living

abroad and all other transfers connected with the current income and

expenditure of the recipient.

8. Sales and charges Uanual, items 7.1 to 7*4)

Sales of goods and services by goner-tl government agencies, except

sales of assets as defined in item 33. Included are:

(a) Sales of existing military construction and equipment within the

country. S_les to other sectors of the national economy of articles

classified in item i(b). The corresponding purchase by the sector concerned

is normally considered as a purchase of assets, unleas the items acquired

are to be used as scrap.

(b) Other sales and non-regulatory charges effected by general

government agencies to other sectors. Charts, often only nominal in amount,

by general government agencies for goods supplied ana specific services

rendered to those paying the charges. The charges may be divided into three

categories :

(i) Charges .aade on the same terms to all who are willing to pay them in

connexion with services provided in the main by general government agencies

rather than private bodies. This category would cover charges for social

services rendered by government institutions, such as hospitals, clinics,

shcools, universities and the like.
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(ii) Charges similar "to tiioae under (i), except ~&h.,.t "busy ...re in

connexion with, services provided in the main by private bodies. This category

covers all sales of goods and services not elsewhere included, e.g* disposal

of surplus materials other than extraordinary disposals, sal^s of government

publications, admission charges to public places, minor rentals, receipts

from cafeterias operated by the government for its employees and receipts

from any other type of minor activity inci^ent^l to a general government

service. Tolls and similar charges for roads, bridges, narbours, etc. are

included here when they are not received by agencies treated as enterprises,

i.e., agencies which are separately organized in such a way that both the

expenses of operations anu the receipts can be iaentified,

(iii) Specially reduced charges for particular classes of consumers

and. producers in reypect of goods and services similar to those paid for

in full by other buyers, e.g., reduced charges for school meals and special

food for children, seeds and fertilisers at reduced prices, etc.

(c) Regulatory charges. Charges by general government agencies in

connexion with their official activities and for services for which there is

no parralel in private industry. Such services can normally be provided

only by government, since they depend on the exercise of compulsory powers.

Examples of charges paiu .n -inly by enterprises ^re those connected with

quality control of expert prouuets anu inu_dCtion of healts and s fety

measures, .ti-xampies of ch^r^es pai^, muinly "by households are those for

birth and jo cirri age certificates, passp,its, drivers licences and applications

to the courts.

9- Net surplus from government enterprises and ancillary agencies

This item represents the balance between the trading surpluses and

deficits of government enterprises operating in direct competition with

other prouueers. The 'trading surpluses of ancillary agencies with separate

accounts should also be included here. Surpluses from fiscal monopolies

are not presented unaer {.his nead, but under item 15 "Taxes on production

and expenditure". Deliberate deficits in trading enterprises resulting from

a policy decision to operate at loss are considered as subsiaies and are
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normally included in item 3 "Subsidies". They _re siiown in item 4,

"Transfers to income account of households", if a particular class of

consumers is able to obtain goods and services at lower prices than those

paid by all other consumers. Tne net surplus of government enterprises

should be derived from the con.-ieicid accounts kept by them (see Manual,

tables 17 and 19).

10- Provision for depreciation of fixed assets of government enter

prises and ancillary agencies (Manual, item 3)

This item concerns provision for the wearing out ana obsolescence of

capital goods. In principle, there should be provision for the depreciation

of all items treated as fixed capital assets. This is normal practice for

government enterprises keeping commercial accounts, and the relevant data

can be obtained from their accounts, and from those of ancillary agencies

tnat keep commercial accounts.

11 - Interest and dividends received

(a) Interest received from central government bodies not included in

the consolidation

(*)
(Manual T

(0)

Interest

item 1^.

Interest

received on lo

si

and dividends

ans and advances to

received from other

local government

sectors (i-lanual,

bodies

items

15.3 and

This comprises interest ana dividends received by government from

outside sources in respect of loans and advances as well as holdings of

bonds and shares. ,iny interest or dividend earnings of government enter

prises from non-consolia^ted sectors woald also be include*d here.

12* Compulsory transfers from income account of domestic sectors

(Manual, items 21.1 to 21.3)

Taxes and otner compulsory, levies which would be regwided by those

paying them as payments oat of t^eir income account, but which are not

levied on a particular form of production or type of expenditure. Taxes
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classified under this :iead also have the following characteristics: (a) they

are levied regularly? (b) they are normally assessed according to the

individual oircumstances of the taxpayer; and (c) they are neither

confiscatory nor assessed on the capital estate of a deceased person.

The basis on which they are assessed may be total income, specific types

of income or net worth.

Social security contributions are included here, even though the

rate of contribution .nay be the sane for all contributors regardless of

income and size of family.

The amount to be recorded represents the actual receipts from the

public net of any tax refunds.

This item is subdivided as follows ;

(a) Taxes on personal income

Covers taxes on all types of personal income. The basis on which they

are assessed may be total income, or specific types of inccme such as

wages and salaries, professional income, inteiest or dividends. Taxes on

net worth, i.e., on the excess of the ^greg.te value of assets owned over

the aggregate value of liabilities, are also included, together with the

"expenditure tax" which,-unlike ordinary taxes on production and expenditure,

is levied on the taxpayers'total expenditure during the financial year.

(b) Taxes on corporate income

Payments by corporations, co-operatives and non-profit institutions

serving the business sector, in inspect of income taxes, excess profits

taxes, and taxes on undistributed profits.

(c) Social security contribution

Payments to social security funds (or receipts from taxes earmarked

for social security purposes) by employers and self-employed persons.

Contributions paid by the government in its capacity of employer are included,

since they are regarded as part of wages. Contributions to pension funds or

schemes for government employees are excluded.
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13- Contributions to government employees' pension schemes (Manual,

item 43.1)

Government anc. employees'contributions to pension schemes. This item

counterbalances the entries on the expenciture side under items 1 (a) and

20 (a).

14' Other transfers from income account of domestic sectors (Manual,

items 21.4 and 22)

(a) Penalties, fines and other compulsory -transfers of income

"Other" compulsory transfers v/ould consist of forfeits (e.g. forfeited

bail) and special assessments such as those levied on owners of property

directly affected by public improvements, e.g. the building of a road.

(b) Voluntary transfers

Payments of "conscience" money, voluntary reimbursement for relief

supplies provided and other voluntary transfers from domestic sectors. The

excess of receipts from the sale of lottery tickets over the payment of

lottery prizes is also included. Alternatively, lottery transactions could

be treated as carried out by an enterprises operated for revenue purposes.

15« Taxes on domestic production and expenditure Genual, item 23)

■raxes levieu upon the gross value on aoi/iestic production or upon gross

receipts from stiles, wiiiclx can be regarded as forming part of the cost of

producing or acquiring particular canmouities or as falling on specific

types of expenditure, and taxes on the use of specific assets and property

transfer taxes, with the exception of general property taxes. The profits

■nade by fiscal monopolies should also be included here, founts actually

received net of any refunds should be recorded.

This item should be subdivided as follows:

(a) General sales and turnover taxes

Taxes levied on gross sales receipts of retailers at a common rate,

whatever the type of commodity or service sold, and taxes levied on the

gross sales receipts of tne other types of business enterprises.
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(b) Selective • ^ ;^ i:.;x-,..-j

Taxes levied at specific rates on specific commodities, whether

collected from producers (manufacturers1 excise taxes), from retailers or

f^om middlemen, and on specific cervices such as entertainment and transport-.

Import and export duties are not included in this group,

(c) Royalties on natural resources

These are royalties on the removal of natural products (petroleum, gas,

iron ore, timber, etc,) from government land0

(d) Licence taxes

Anounts charged for licences to exercise a business,. profession or

trade, and levied either at a flat rate or on some base other than gross

receipts or net income.

(e) Taxes on assets

Taxes levied on the use of specific physical assets as, for example,

.notor .vehicle t^xes, or taxes on the occupancy of land and buildings

(assessed on the rental value or coital valua of the property). This item,

however, excludes taxes on the income derived from owning and letting

property or on the irnp-vc-H :iOome of an owner-occupier. It also excludes

"general-prop-erty taxes" (i.e., taxes applied at a —^oj^rate on the

ag^re&ate value of a. "broad heterogeneous ^roup of assets owned by the

taxpayer). These taxes arc sanctifies an administrative device for taxing

incane, or they may represent a capital levyD

Taxes on the use of specific physical aosets may be calculated on the

value of the assets or on their number. ,in example of the latter is a tax

imposed per hedd of livestock-

Taxes on financial assets, such as those imposed on the value of

bank deposits, stocks, bonds and mortgages held by the taxpayer, are also

inqludea here if they do not form part of a general property tax.

(f) Property transfer taxes

Taxes lsvied of all types of assets, real and financial, including

registration duty on documents recording the transfer of property.
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(g) Surplus 01 fiscal monopolies

16. Taxes on foreign trade

Includes duties levied on exports,, i.nports and foreign, exchange. In

Africa this groap of t,..xes is of a. particular relevance because of the high

relative development of foreign trade.

(a) I'nport duties

Coverin0 all import duties, whether levied on the basis of the value

or of the quantity of goods imported. Receipts from the issue of import

licences and stamp and other duties on shipping documents are also included.

(*b) Sxport duties

The stune type of levies as those described under the head of import

duties.

(e) Taxesi on foreign exchange

Taxes levied specifically on the purchase of foreign exchange. The

profits from multiple exchange rate schemes should be included here,

17- Transfers for current operations

(a) From central general government agencies not included in the

consolidation

(b) Fran local governments (^kinual t item 24)

This is the counterpart of item 5 °n "th© expenditure side. It covers

contributions from local government bodies to the current expenditure by

central general government agencies in their areas for such purposes as

police and justice, education and public health. When the cost of such

services is shared, the sector actinto as principal (and not as a^ent) in

entering into contracts for the purchase of the goods and services, is to be

re^A^ded as the sector undertaking the expenditure, and the other sector

as simply contributing to the cost. Thus, if a school is run by a central

government agency, which engages the teachers and buys school materials and

other supplies, locd government contributions to the cost of running the
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school are induced in this item, even if part of the responsibility for the

supervision of the school rests with the local authorities. Transfers of

shared receipts deriving frcm taxes levied by local government may also be

presented under this head. Such transfers are to be distinguished, however,

from transfers of receipts of tcjces imposed by the central government but

collected by local government for acLiinistie-tive convenience. The latter

are not recorded here but snown under the appropriate item of tax receipts.

(c) Current transfers fran abroad (Manual 1 item 27)

This includes :

(i) Taxes received from non-residents net of any tax refunds, and

(ii) Transfers in cash or kind for current operations.

Transfers in kind received from abroad for the use of the government

should be recorded here at the time the goods are placed at the dispc-sal

of the government, and the corresponding entry made under item 1 (b), The

value put on the goods should be that agreed upon with the donating country.

Transfers in kind for military purposes are excluded.

If the goods are for the use of other sectors, the transfer from abroad

should be offset by an equal entry under item 20 (c) "stockpiling (net)".

Sales of the goods should be recorded under the saae item, as and when they

take place, at a value equal to that placed on the goods when received from

abroad. If the value actually realized from the sales is lower than this,

the difference should be recorded as some kind of transfer payment. This

may take the form of a subsidy if sold to producers, or of a social transfer

if it is for the benefit of households. If the value realized from the sales

is significantly higher than the original amount, the difference should be

recorded as a tax on production and expenditure.

Proceeds from sales on the domestic .narket are frequently channelled

into special funds (counterpart funds), which are governed by certain rules

laid down in agreements concluded between the donating and the receiving

Governments. Net chan6es in such funds should be taken into account in the

item 46 "Net increase in cash11. When the aounterpart-funus device is used,

it is customary to earmark a certain part of the value of the ^oods received

for use by the donating country. The auounts involved should be included

in item 6 "Current transfers to abroad".
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19* Saving "before depreciation

Balance iteme

20> Gross capital formation (general government)

Covers all expenditure on goods ana services related to capital

formation for civilian purposes by general goveinme-t, including financial

enterprises.

(a) Purchases of new capital goods (^lanual, item 6.1)

Coveis outlays for the acquisition of new buildings, new construction

and new machinery and equipnent with a useful life of longer than one ye^r*

Also covered are outlays on goods produced by an agency for its own use with

its own labour, such as payments of wages and salaries to employees engaged

in such activities. This remuneration is shown in a separate sub-item so

that the total sum of w..6es and salaries paid by general government agencies

can be determined by adding the auount of this sub-item 1 (a). Purchases

of second—hand capital goods from abroad are also included here. Outlays

for n^itf buildings and construction cover schools, hospitals, prisons, and

law courts, as well as highways, roads, struts, bridges, dams, airports

and flood control works} etc. Expenditure on alterations and renewals which

extend tne normal life of existing assets oi r^ise their pioductivity are

also included here. Goods of no particular value purchased regularly, such

as small tools and items of office equipment, should, even though durable,

be classified as purchases of goods and services for current operations.,

(b) Purchases of existing capital goods (nJanaal, items 6,2 and 6.3)

Purchases of secona-no.nd equipment and other existing capital goods,

except purchases from abroad which are regarded as new from the domestic

standpoint and are included in the previous sub—item. Purchases of land,

whether for civilian or military use, are also included.
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(°) Stockpiling (net) (Manual, item ■>)

This item represents the rut .aova^em; in stocks of goods, the

purchases of which are not included in item 1 (b) as part of general

government expenditure on goods and services for current operations. It

covers the accumulation and disposal of strategic and other materials set

aside for emergency purposes, as well as the accumulation ana subsequent

disposal of relief shipments of food, clothing, medicines and other

supplies received as aid from abroad for the benefit of other domestic

sectors.

Receipts from sales of surplus war material and otner goods, which

were classified under itan 1 (b) when purchased, should be deducted from

the net increase in stocks,

.21*. Gross capital formation (government enterprises and ancillary

agencies)

Covers all expenditure on goods and services for capital formation by

government enterpiises ana ancillary agencies keeping separate accounts.

(a) Purchases of new capital £,ooas

See definition of item 20 (a).

(b) Purchases of existing capital., Aoods

Purchases of land ana existing capital goous (see item 20 (b)).

(c) Stockpiling (net)

This is the value of the net cuange over the accounting period in the

volume of goods purchased ana gooas proauced, measured on the basis of

commercial accounting practices.

2^- Transfers to capital account of domestic sectors (Manual, item 19)

These are unrequited payments which the recipients would regard as

paid^into their capital accounts. As a rule the capital nature of these

payments is clear frcro the obligations imposed on recipients as a condition

for receiving them.
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This item covers transfers to finance tiie constructicn of residential

and non-residential buildings, the acquisition of .uachi^ery and equipment,

increases in stocks and public works, such as ro^ds, irrigation and sewerage

systems, etc, war damage compensation and transfers to finance lending

activities by public and private financial enterprises outside the central

government sector.

23. Capital transfers to atrcad(i3anual, item 20.2)

War reparation payments, grants given to finance capital formation, or

to help finance a deficit in the foreign transactions of the recipient

country, and other grants given as part of a programme of general economic

aid*

24• Direct loans and advances to domestic sectors (ivlajuial, items 28.1

to 28.5)

uoney lent directly to a particular boirower in the sectors specified

in sub-items (a) to (d), where tne docaueiits setting out the terms and

conditions of the loans do not give rise to d nebotiabl^ claim, i.e., a

claim in the form of a financial instrument which the lenuing body could

sell to'a third party. Negotiable documents are shown in items 26 and 27.

25« Direct loans ana advances to abroad (vianaal, item 28.6)

iloney lent directly to a particular borrower abroad.

26, Accuisition of ownership rights (i-i^nual, ixem 30.1 (a))

This item comprises the purchases of equity snares or ownership

rights to provide part or all of tne initial capit .1 requirements of a

public or private enterprise or to provide additional capital to one

already established. The term "public enterprise" is used for enterprise

subject to government control, but not included in the model account,

27. Purchases less sales of clrlns on domestic Rectors (.ianual, items

29 to 31, except 30.1 (a))

Covers net purchases of negotiable financial claims issued by

different bodies within the local government sector-, net purchases of all

types or bonds bearing a fixed rate of interest issued by independent
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public enterprises, and in respect of private ei/terpiises. receipts from

ca.ncellj.cion of shares and'tue disposal of assets on the liquidation of an

existing independent public enterprise, s.nd receipts from the sale of

shares upon termination of public ownership are deducted from this item

(see item 26),

27- Purchases less sales of claims on non-residents (manual, item 32)

Covers all types of claims on non-residents except direct loans. This

item is subdivided in the following .way*

(a) Net increase in foreign exchange reserves

Covers the net increase in gold, foreign currency, foreign bank deposits

and otucr foreign currency assets held for the account of the central

government by a government financi..l enterprise, sucn as a foreign exchange

stabilization fund and a .nultiple exchange rate scneme. This item does not

apply to countries wnere official reserves are treated as held by the

central bank for its own account.

If multiple exchange r^e schemes are not used, the net increase

repusenxs simply the net cash outflow in domestic currency in respect of

purchase and sales of foreign currency assets. Consequently, a net decrease

c^n be .-.leisured by the cash inflow from the net sale of foreign exchange. If,

however, a multiple exchange rate scheme is being used, the value of the net

cnange shoala be calculated by applying an average of the buying and selling

exchange rates which prevailed during the accountin0 period to the changes

in the cuantities of different currencies held. If the incraase assessed in

t.iis way is greater than the change in ter.is of the net cash outflow in

domestic currency, the excess should be included as part of taxes on foreign

exchange (item 15 (f)). If there is a decrease in reserves (assessed in the

sane way), and it is less in amount than the net c.sh inflow, the difference

should also be classified as part of taxes on foreign exchange.

(t>) Changes in the net International vlon^tary Fund position

The net I.JF position of a country represents its initial subscription

to the IiF in golu and its own currency, less the LIF's holdings of its

currency.
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(c) Subscription tc the International Eank for neconstruc-tion and

Bevelopnent end the International Finance Corporation

These are the initial subscriptions to the IBiJ) and IFC less these

institution's holdings of the different countries'domestic currencies,

(d) Purchases less sales of clul.is on non-residents

Covers all kinds of claims on non-residents except those covered by

the subdivision of item 28 and by items 25 and 36.

of direct borrowing,- from domestic sectors ddonual. ite..i 37)

kepay/nent of direct loans from a particular borrower. This item is

the observe of item 39.

3°' Repayment of direct boirowing; from abroad (Manual, item 38.2)

This item is the observe of item 40.

31' Net increase in receivables Uanual, item 33)

This cov^rss

(a) The difference between tne value of goods ana services sold and

payments received du-ring the accounting period, (b) advance payments for

purchases of goods ana services, ana (c) t.ie difference between interest

accrued and counts received for interest on claims of the central government

sector against othe-r sectors.

Any changes in the amounts which one central governiTient body is owed

by another in the nature of receivable should be included here. Changes in

the a,ounts owed by one government body to another in the form of payables

should also be included. Consequently this item, when aggregated for all

central government agencies, excludes j,ny changes in indebtness within

central government.

This item (together with number 40 reconciles the difference between

the balance of transactions reccrded on an accural basis and the net

change in Ccj.sh.-If~.ili transactions were recorded on a cash basis, this
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item would not be nueded M. It may also be used to record any discrepancies

that may arise from using for certain items (e.g., those affecting the

balance of payments with the rest of the world) information from a source

other than the government accounts used for all the remaining items.

33. Sales of existing capital goods d-ianual. items 11.1 and 11.2)

Sales of goods will be classified under items 20 (a) and ("b) and

21 (a) and (b). All sales of land, whether by civilian or by military

authorities, are included.

34. Transfers from c^prc^l ..ccoant of domestic sectors (Uanual, items

25 and 26)

Covers compulsory or voluntary transfers from (a) the capital account

of persons such as result from aeath duties, capital levies, confiscations

and gifts and bequests of a capital nature, c*nd (b) the capital account of

other domestic sectors, such as contributions from local government to the

cost of road construction and other capital projects undertaken by the

central government as well as net transfers of central bank book gains

resulting from currency depreciations.

(a) Death duties

Taxes on the capital estate of a deceased person, e.g., inheritance

and estate taxes and probate duties.

(b) Other capital taxes

These consist of (i) capital levies, i.e., taxes assessed on the

Capital value of part or all of a taxpayer's estate or income, which are

levied at irregular intervals to meet some extraordinary government

expenditure (e.g., redemption of war debt, reconstruction expenditure, etc.),

or in conjunction with monetary reforms to eliminate excess liquidity. As

the rate of tax is generally very high, and the payments are of an

exceptional non-recurrent kind, a capital levy is presumed to be paid out

j/ It is assumed, however, that the transactions of government enterprises

are recorded on an accaral basis.
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of accumulated wealth and to "be treated as a capital transfer^ (ii) confis

cations, unless imposed .on a corporation or unincorporated private

enterprise. It is convenient to recoru confiscation in kind, i.e., those

which result in acquisitions of fixed assets, ownership rights and

can.aodities, as receipts not at the time of confiscation "but at the

time the confiscated articles o.re disposed of| (iii) taxes on gifts

inter vivos.

(c) Other

These include (i) transfers (net) of central ba,nk currency depreciation

gains, i.e., the balance of incomings and outgoings resulting from

transfers from tne central bank to the central government of book gains

resulting from depreciation of domestic currency (appreciation of foreign

currencies), or coverage of book losses resulting from domestic currency

appreciations (foreign currency depreciations); and (ii) voluntary transfers

from domestic sectors.

35* Capital transfers frag abroad (i'lonual, item 27 »2)

See definition of item 23.

36. Kepayments of direct loans and advances from domestic sectors

l,items 3b. 1 to 35»5)

Repayments of loans and advances included in item 24-

37- Repayments of loans and advances from abroad (i-ianual, item 35»6)

Repayments of loans and.advances included in item 25»

38. Net increase in deposits with aovernment savings banks (Manual,

item 36)

Net increase in deposits in govornment savings banks, including accrued

interest credited to deposit holders.

39• Direct boirowing from domestic sectors (Manual, included in item 37)

Money borrowed directly fran a particular borrower, when the form of

the borrowing is such that it does not give rise to a claim which can be

sold to other sectors.
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40. Direct boirowing from abroad (i-lanual, item 36,1)

Loans from foreign Governments, international credit institutions

and private institutions*

41• Sales less purchases of negotiable lon^-torm securities issued by

central government agencies (i-lanaal» item 39)

riew issues ana sales less redemption and purchases of negotiable

securities with a maturity when issued of more tnan one year. Included

are sales and purchases by one cenxral government agency of securities

issued by another. The item is subdivided into (a) issues in domestic

currency, and (b) issues in foreign currency; Since both types of issues

may be held by residents and non-residents alike, this subdivision will

only roughly correspond to that between borrowing at home and borlowing

abroad.

42• Sales less purchases of negotiable short-term securities issued by

central government agencies (Manual? item 40)

The sane definition applies as foi ixem 41, but with the difference

that the securities should have a maturity when issued of one year or less.

43• Issue of securities_ in exchange for ownership rights (uanual,

item 41)

The i&sue of negotiable securities as compensation for the acquisition

of ownership rights (s.£,, in the case of nationalization) less any

securities cancelled in connexion with the return of enterprises to private

ownershipo

44. Net increase in payables (ianual, item 44)

See item 31, The amounts entered here represent the difference between

the value of goods and services bought and payments made for them during 'the

accounting period, as well as advance payments received for the sale of

goods and services and the difference between interest accrued and anount

paid for interest or liabilities of the central government sector in

respect of other sectors? except where accured interest is added to the

liability. Any change in the amount owed by one government body to another

in the form of payables should be excluded.
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Changes in amounts deposited with a govdrnaent body in a suspense or

other form of account representing a cenur^l government liability vis-a-vis

an outside body should be included here together with any otner ciiang.es in

central government liabilities not included elsewhere. For exemple, premiums

received less claims paid in respect of some voluntary government insurance

scheme should be included here.

45* Saving before depreciation and capital receipts

Balance item.

46. Net increase in cash(aanual, ite.ii 34)

Net increase (—) or decrease (-) in holdings of domestic currency

in the form of notes; coins or deposits with a central bank, commercial

banks or a banking agency within the central government. Cash holdings

are defined as including cash earmarked for specific purposes such as

unspent balances cf earmarked taxes and balances in counterpart funds.

Earmarked c&s balances should be shown separately.

IV0 Coordination of the classifications in the jjlans and budgets

1. General concepts

160. One of The main tools for making a good coordination between the

developmenx plans and annual bucU^ts, is the classification of financial

and product information^, a uniform system of classification must be

introduced in the plans, globals and sectorals, and in the budgets,

globals and sectorals.

161. General development plans contain targets for the long and medium

terms, expressed in financial and physical products. ?or the execution, in

the short-term 7 of this targets, the annual pl^n provides the detailed

action to be token,, In the public sector, this action is expressed in the

annual budget,

162. Since the budget is really the annual plan of the public sector, it is

necessary that the information contained in the budget is presented in a

similar pattern as tlie general plan for facilitating the analysis of

the purposes and results.
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163. For instance, if the general plan h,s an agricultural development plan

for the lon6 and medium term, the annual agricultural pltai mast be included

in the annual budget of the Ministry of Agriculture. (See section 4 in which

a model programme and project classification for tiie agricultural sector

is presented). This agricultural annual plan must be divided into "action

programmes" or projects for the next year, showing- the concrete action to

be taken,

2* ?he uses of the classification in plans and budgets

164. The uses of every classification are -resented in the following
table, .narked with "X".

165. The budgets document generally contains the combined budgets (all

transact^! are included without discount of inxra-transfers). The most
used classification in the body of the annual budget decadents are the

sectoral, programs, adninistrative and-objects classifications. All the
other, are .ore or less, aggregative classifications for analysis or policy •
purposes, and all of these are prepared under the basis of the operating

classifications though the process of re-classification.
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The uses of the classifications in the pkns and the budgets

"\^^ Classifi-

Plans a^,!;aUons
budgets ^\^^

I. Annual plans

a) Global analysis

- Global policy

and analysis

- Functional policy

and analysis

- Institutional

analysis

b) Sectoral analysis

- Sectoral policy

and analysis

- Programme analysis

- Administrative

analysis

II. Budgets

a) Consc idated budget

— li'conQnic account

- Institutional

account

- Functional and

programme tables

of expenditures

b) Combined budgets

- Central government

- Stdte and local

government

— Independent

enterprises

eco

nomic

X

X

Func

tional

X

X

Organi

zational

X

X

Secto

ral

X

X

X

X

Pro

gram,aes

1

X

X

X

X

X

Adminis

trative

Units

By

objects

X

X

X

X

i

X

X

X
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CHAPTER III

STRUCTURE OF THE PRESENTATION OF THE BUDGET DOOMED FOR
DEVELOPMENT FLAWS

1» Introduction

166. It is not necessary that all countries present their budgets in the same

form and structure. There are traditions, national procedures and so on

which justified that every country present their budget document inside a

national shape. But there are some technical principles which can be

considered for the presentation of the public sector budget. In every

country it is better to separate the budget of the central administration

from decentralized agencies or municipalities. Thus it is preferable to

follow some general lines for this presentation. This chapter contains some

suggestions for helping the countries in the selection of a national pattern

for the presentation of their budgets.

167. These lines refer to the general budget document, the Ministries
budget, the operative programmes and the investment programmes. The

presentation suggested includes the mod.l classifications previously explained
and shows in which place of the budget document must be included.

2* M°tol f°r the Preaentation nf the genera! b,,H^ *nmmn^

168 The budget of the public sector can be presented in different volumes.
The flrst one may cover general infection available for the general annual
budget. At the beginning this information will contain .nly references t.
Central administration. But later on, when new levels of the public sector
are covered, can be extended to arrive at the ideal end include all the

public sector transactions in .nsolidated accounts (following model previously
xncluded), under economic, functional, sectora! and .rganizational lines. In
the fxrst year the sche.e must be mcdest and create the model for future
developments.
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169. The first volume will include the information of the revenue and

expenditure budgets (following the models presented in next sections).

Part of it will explain the programmes, activities and projects of the

different Ministeries (an imaginary list is presented in the scheme). «

170. Other volumes will include the budgets of decentralized agencies,

public enterprises, local governments and the personnel annex including list

of the posts available in tlie Central Administration.

171. Under these lines, a suggestion for the organization of the "budget

documents is presented heres

Volume I - The General Budget

Part 1 - Minister or Presidential Speech

Part 2 - Analytical classifications of government revenues and

expenditures

(a) Economic account

(b) Functional classification

(c) Organizational classification

(d) Sectoral classification

(e) Cross classifications

Part 3 - Revenue Budget of Central Administration

(a) Basis for the revenue estimates

(b) Revenue.3 estimates

Part 4 - Expenditure Budget of Central Administration (see model

; of sectoral, programmes, activities, project,

administrative unit and object classifications)

Votes or heads of: National Assembly

Presidency

Judiciary Branch

Ministry of Interior

" Foreign Affairs

" Defence

" Economy
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Ministry of Finance

" Agriculture

" Industry

" Transportation (Public
works)

" Education

11 Public Health

11 . Labour and Social Securily

" Housing

" Justice

Part 5 - The Annual Budget Bill

Volume II - Decentralized Agencies Budgets

Part 1 — Educational Agencies

Part 2 - Social Security Agencies

Part 3 - Economic Development Agencies

Volume III - Government enterprieee

Part 1 - Industrial enterprises

Part 2 - Trade enterprises

Part 3 - Financial enterprises

Volume IV - State, Provincial and Local Governments Budgets (Summaries)

Part 1 - State budgets

■Part 2 - Provincial budgets

Part 3 - Municipalities budgets *

Volume V - Persnrme.1 Budget of Central Administration

(Same subdivision as Volume I? part 4)

^' Model for the presentation of a Ministry Budget

172. A Ministry budget represents a "vote" or "Chapter" of the annual

budget. In many cases, a Ministry covers the action inside a specific

"sector" of activity, as for instance education, health, agriculture e.c.
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173. In order to explain the annual action of a Ministry and its relations

with long and medium plane, it is desirable to initiate the Ministry budget

with a general explanation.

174. In a second section it may be useful to include a list of the total

expenditures classified by programmes, so as to show how the total amount

of money will be distributed in the different lines of action.

175. Finally, it is interesting to show the investment programme expenditures

for next year referred to the complete investment plan period. This invest

ment programme is separated in sectors.

An example for illustrative purposes is accompanied here based on

information taken from the Ministry of Agriculture of the UAR.

VOTE I. MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE

1. General Statement

The Five Year Plan gives great importance to agricultural development.

This sector supplies the people with food, the industry with raw materials,

and the exportation sector with goods to be sold abroad. Since it is the

main source of income of the majority of The rural population, which amounts

to two-thirds of the total population of the country, its effects in the

standard of living and well being of the country's population is decisive.

The Five Year P2>an considers simultaneously two aspects: agricultural

development must be coordinated with a modern process of industrialization

which means a greater rate of production growth in industry than agriculturej

and agriculture must be expanded in all fairness to the rural ptpujbation,

thus ensuring a more just distribution of incomes among the various parts of

the country.

The targets for the expansion of agriculture are; horizontally, through

the increase of arable land, and vertically, through the increase in

productivity. Since the former is fully allied with projects of irrigation

and drainage, the Government patronised complementary projects which will
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help the increase of the cultivated land. As regards the latter, namely

vertical expansion, the agricultural projects included in the plan are

meant to increase agricultural return.

I* is expected that the agricultural sector will increase agricultural

production from 574 million dollars in 1966 to 736 million in 1970. The

plan concentrates specially in field crops and animal production. Through

its accomplishment, the working strength in agriculture will increase

from 3,245,000 workers in 1966 to 3,800,000 in 1970. Investment, both

for vertical and horizontal expansion, amounts to 225-3 million in 1966

representing 13.3 per cent of the total investment.

The. annual plan expenditures of the Ministry of Apiculture, amounted

in 1965 to 14,893,500, and its aim is to diminish it to 14,872,5OO in the
year 1966.

2. Expenditures by Programmes

Head Jb» Programmes Estimates

01

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

_Increases Decreases

1966 1965

A^icultural
Operative Programmes

Agricultural ServioflB

Investment Programmes

1. Agriculture

Soil Improvement

Agricultural crops improvement

Variation & Improvement of
Horticultural crops

Agricultural Industries

Development

Plants desease & inseot.Aefeoe

Live-stock improvement

Live-stook defence

Mechanical Equipment Services

Agricultural Guidance

14.23'6.000 14,200.000 36.000

9-494-500 1.295-500

4,705.550 -

2.717-339 288.011

10

3

3

.790.

-446.

.005.

7-

269.

000

0..0

350

950

950

712.600

127.250

545.900

73.150

643.50O

460.370

214.80O I67.SOO 46.200

30.

381.950 330.650

120.140 7.1IO

76.163

394.*356 249^134

1.259

19O.42O

16.350
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10

11

2

01

02

3

01

01
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Programmey

Agricultural Operation

Economic Studies

20 Industry

3. Housing

Projects not included in

the Plan

Lucal Administration
PoUltr'.Y and Rabbit1 "Breeding;

Station

Administration

Investment Programmes

Kew station for hens and

ra"bbit improvement

Expansion of existing stations

Cotton Improvement Fund

Operative Programmes

Administration

Investment Programmes

Cotton Improvement 2.

Total 14.

Estimates

1966

329.400

17.600

326.500

114.150
1

345.000

270.000

75.000

37.500

37.500

51.500

4CCKQC0

872.500 14

1965

412.150

136.000

1,000

233.600

39.400

.714.lbl

313.500

208.500

105.000

55.000

50.000

49.000

331.000

.893.500

Increases

92.900

74.750

—

31.500

61.500

17.500

2.500,

67.5OO

21

Decreasds

82.750

64.400

1.000

1.714.161

—

30.000

12.500

91.000

88 ..5 00

.000
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4< Kodel for the presentation of an operating

176. Definitions of an operative proferarane have been given in previous

sections. The presentation of this kind of proSramme must show the main

purposes, objectives and targets of the action to be taken, and the division

of work made for the accomplishment of this target identifying the sub-

programmes, Md the activities to be performed. The quantification of the

resources to be used and the expenditures to be made for buying the iaputs
of the activities.

177. A general model is included here in order to illustrate the presentation
of an operative programme. This example is based upon the actual presentation
of the Kinistxy of Agriculture in the annual budget of Kenya, and shows h.w

a traditional budget oan be changed in its presentation in order to make

explicit the programmes and activities of the government. The Ministry ,f
Agriculture has the following programmes:

11 - Sub-heads under which this vote will be accounted for the Ministry of

01

02

03

04

Operating Programmes

General administration

Promotion of Agricultural Production

Livestock promotion

Financing Programmes

Financing recurrent operations

Total

Estimates

1964/65

2.264.125

500.000

1.545.125

219.000

750.000

75Q.OOO

3.014.125
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The presentation of the programme's details may be as follows:

1 ~ Operating 1rogrammes

Programme 01 - General Administration

1* NarTatlvo_staternent

Under this,Profiraraine all the administrative services are rendered
to.the different substantive programmes.

2- Ad^^^trativ^JJnit,. Headquarters and Cehtral Agricultural Board

3. Expenditures for the programme

Code

100

..1Q1

102"

200

201

.202

30Q

.301;

400-

401

Headings

Salaries and allowances

House allowances

Non-Personal Services

Passages ^and leave expenses

Replacement, maintenance and running
expenses of vehicles

Materials'^nc^sup^lie s

>ajs.ae.liarieous

Estimates

1964/65

400.000

350.000

50.000

20,000

Purchase of additional vehicles

Total

15

5

20

20

60

60,

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

500.000

« Harrative

to help the agricultural producers in

the aPplloation of new techniques in the improvements of the skills of
peasants ln p.omoting- .oil conservation services and increasing cropS.

2. MmJInis^atiy^Unit: Agriculture Department

3. Expenditures by sub-pro

1.-

2.

3.

4.

Studies and research
Agricultural training

Soil conservation services
Crops promotion
Total

433.000

750.120

75.000

__287.005

1.545.125
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5.000

15.000

15.ooo

14.000

40.000

7.ooo

17.000

17.000

5.000
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Sub-pro£ranime 1; Studies and Research

1. Narrative Statemert

Under this sub-programme agricultural s^udies and research are under

taking. This research is made through agricultural stations and special study

groups. The activities to be performed are agricultural studies, plant beeAing

research, rust testing, and farm planning.

2. Expenditures by objects and activities - .

Activity 01 Activity 02 Activity 03 Activity 04

q , T , , Agricultural Plant Rust Urm planring

stations breeding Testing and Survey

research

100 Personal Services 282.000 175.000 55.000 47■000

101 Salaries & allowances 245.000 150.000

102 House allowances 37-000 25.000

200 Non-Personal Services 49.000 10.000

201 Pasages ! leave expenses 49.000 10.000

300 Materials and supplies 102.0Q0 75.000

301 Miscellaneous 102.000 75-000 14. 000 5.000

Total 433.000 160.000 84.000 69.000 20.000

Activity 01 - Agricultural Stations

This stations make scientific research for the adaption of modern agricul

tural techniques to the special conditions of the country. The number of

studies programmed are:

Main workload factors

1964(actual) 1963(estimate) 1966(estimate)

Number of surveys 10 12 15

The cost of the activity for 1966 will be 260.000, including personal

services, materials and supplies etc.

Activity 02 - Plant treading research

(description like previous activity)

5» Model for the presentation of an investment programme

178. Definitions of investment programmes are included in previous sections.

The problem of presentation of this king of programmes in the budget document

is of great interest, because through a clear exposition of the annual pro

gramme is possible to understand the relationship with th long and medium term
plans. .■
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179. Here in presented an example of investment prof.ran^ie, based upon

information taker, from the UAR Pudget. In the first place is a general

description. Then the total cost of the projects. The annual distribution

of investments needed are presented afterwards; and also a description of

every project is made. Finally is included a table showing the sources of

financing the projects.

PROGRAMME II, SOIL IMPROVEMENT

Description

The area of the country surveyed and classified before the Plan was

about 3.126.403 acres. The five Year Plan establishes as a target the survey

and classification of 3 million acres of cultivated land from 1966/67 to 1970.

For the accomplishment of this purpose an annual target of survey and classi

fication of 600.000 acres has been established. During the first annual plan

covering the fiscal year 1965 about 426.486 acrea were surveyed. A target of

600.000 acres of survey and valssification must be accomplished during the

1966 fiscal year plan. As a complement, the programme includes soil fertility

examination, technical observation of gippis addition to soil, bacteria

reproduction and plant nutrition research.

The cost of the programme is in total 153.253. Under the Five Year Plan

1966 to 1970 an amount of 107-548 will be spent in the different projects as

follows:

Total cost of the Projects

Projects

Total cost Expenditures Expenditures Real Expendi-

of the ' before Five included in tures (estimated
projects Year Plan the Five Year in June I965)

. . Plan

!• Land measurement and

appreciation of soil

class

2. Soil fertility

examination

3. Technical observation on

gippis addition

4. Bacteria reproduction

5. Plant nutrition research

Total

41.

34.

35.

36.

4.

777

343

852

396

885

34

1

3

8

.002

.419

.464

.820

-

32.

32.

27.

4.

775

924

388

576

885

8

28

. 28

19

3

.775

.924

.788

.476

.344

153.253 47*705 107.548 89.307
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The total cost of the projects amounts to 107-548 in the Five Year Plan.

This amount is distributed as follows in the different years covered "by

the Plan:

Annual distribution of investment

First year Second year Third year Fcurth year Fifth year

Projects

1. Land measurement

appreciation of

land 3.000 2.875

2. Soil fertility

examination 20.256 5-418

3. Technical

observation of

gipps addition 7-321 10.867

4« Bacterial

reproduction 8.099 3.897

5- Plant nutrition

research 1,240 954

3.

20.

7-

8.

000

256

321

099

2.900

3.250

10.600

7.480

1.150

3.

3.

1.

380

250

450

820

050

1.

3.

4-

620

750

150

280

491

Total 39.916 24.011 25-360 7.950 10.251

Pro.ject 1. Land Measurement and appreciation of Land. Land measurement and

classification is accomplished under this project, in order to complete a

better knowledge of the cultivated land. This knowledge will help in the

application of the-latest scientific developments to the soil in individual

areas. The work accomplished under this project can be measured considering

the number of feddans surveyed.
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iQpd factors

description 1964_^uaa
LS^L^ 1966 estimate

Acres surveyed 426.486 6ig

(, number)

A total of 2.900 was spent, during the fiscal year 1964 and an amount of
380 is estimated.

Project 2. Soil F.rt.i 1 i tv examination. This project provides for chemical

tests on the fertility of soil and research, also the fertilization

requirements for the enrichment of the soil. Under this project a central

laboratory has been established in Gi2a for the accomplishment of the

already-mentioned objective. The laboratory was completed in 1964 and the
employees finished their training work in 1965.

.Description 1964 actual 1965 es+ina+fi ^,, „.
„ . _ _, ^ „ — -L222^stimat© 1966 estimate

Soil fertility 120.000 1 y; 000 ok nnn
examinations DJ 216•000

The total cost of the project for the fiscal year 1965 was 3.25O and
the estimate for the 1964 fiscal year is 2,250.

Project 3. Technical observation op_^E£l5^daitionJo_goil. This project
deals wxth the experiment on giPpls addition to .oil. For the fiscal year
1966 an amount of 450 is appropriated.

Project 4. Bacter^a^e^oduction. This project deals with bacteria

inoculation in leguminous plants with the rhyzoid bacteria, in order t,

xncrease the yield and the fertility of the soil. Under this project, a

hacterial research laboratory has been folded in the Sakha district in

the Kafr El Sheikh go.ernorate. It will also provide funds for the

necessary equipment to be set up in the new buildings.

actors

estjmata

"5.436

76.289 86.48O
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During thn f^c-?"1 ;~^ .v * S'' 3 an amourt of Y.-j^O was spent, and the

-fiscal period estimates a sum of 3.820 for the project.

Project 5» Plant nutrition research. This project provides services for

research on plant nutrition in order to apply the latest scientific

developments in the nutrition process. For 1965 an amount of 1.150 was

set up and for the fiscal year 1966? 1-050 is estimated for the conti

nuation cf the project.

Financing of the projects in 1956

Project:

1. Land Measurement and

appreciation of land

I. Soil Fertility

examination

3. Technical observation

of gippis addition

4' Bacteria reproduction

5» Plant nutrition

resoarch

TOTAL

Expenditures

estimated June

1955

8.775

15-476

Estimates 1966

Lucney net

Total ! expendi
ture and

transfer

380

2,250

1,050 I

950

Comple

ment

380

2.250

| 450
i

3^820

1.050

I

7*950

New

-

-

-

-

-
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IV

?RGCEDUi<_3 FOR THi^ ILJttOHI&iTION OF FISCAL BUDGET

AND DjDV&LOffcliJNT PLJJS

1• Introduction

180. For the adoption of a programme bucket system linked with national

development pl^.nsT it is desirable to start under broad basis and try to

cover in the first year the whole of the central adriinistrauion, with a

view to extending the system in subsequent y^ars to autonomous agencies and

enterprises. Although these should not receive first priority in introducing

the new technique, it is necessary to stress the advisability that they too

should adopt that .netnod of bucketing ^i

2- Procedures for the installation of budget system co-ordinated with

the pl^nnin,; process

181. Programme budgeting offers wide possibilities as a means of ensuring

that the budget system becomes a multi-purpose instrument for planning

government activities^ as a medium for providing legislators and the public

in general with information on such activities? as a methodological appm«,ch

which permits much more efficient execution of tne budget^ as a mechanism

for financial follow-up ana the control of the results achieved in the

execution of the budget^ ana as a yardstick to gc by in working out a

satisfactory administrative structure.

182. The change to be introduced into African countries budgetary systems

should aim at transforming it into a planning instrument as soon as possible.

'The application of programme budgeting to public enterprises would
achieve the following important aims: (a) it would provide the enter

prise itself with the basic information needed for its decisions; (b) it

would facilitate the analysis ox its operational efficiency, the extent
to which its installed capacity was being used, and its financial
situation, so that the subsidies provided by the Government to offset
losses end any contributions it racoon ended to finance new investments
could be based on adequate information,and (c) it would establish a
routine system for providing information useful in formulating annual,
medium ana long-term pl_ns. Similarly, the inclusion of this technique
m the adninistrative methods of such enterprises would, of course, be
facilitated by the commercial accounting system they used, which provided
the type of data needed for the methodology of performance budgeting.
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Accordingly, daring *ne first year in which the technique is applied, the

programme being carried oat by government agencies should be identified,

their targets indicted, ana an endeavour made to brin^ them to every level

of the administration, and particularly to the officials responsible for

implementing programmes, exactly what is involved in programming future

activities and administering a programme with a twofold purpose, the

financial management of budget appropriations and the attainment of the

targets established when the budget was prepared.

183. Once the first stage of rationalizing the programmes of government

action and identifying approximate targets had been completed, it is

possible in subsequent years to go on to the analysis of the levels of

efficiency of each programme and to cost studies of those programmes t.at

needed them, thus making it easier to apply, criteria of priority in

establishing future targets. ■

184. The experience of countries which have applied this techniques indicates

that the first step was to set up a joint working group of officials and

technical experts from the branches concerned with budget preparation,

management and control, particularly the Budget Office and the Planning

Offices.

185. The working group shoald diBCUss and establish the general design of

the new budget system, define the strategy of its introdaction - levels

of government to be covered during the first year, how far the new technique

is going to penetrate, etc., consiaer xhe possible obstacles arising from

the existing legal provisions, and lastly prepare instructions and forms for

the departments, explaining the new methodology, its main concepts, and the

new budget classifications involved.

186. In the working out of the draft budget estimates by the departments in

accordance with the new instructions and forme, it is most important that the

members of the central working group should bive continuous guidance to the

officials of Ministries and departments, and that at thatstage training

courses for those officials should be organized.
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187. L stly, when the drafting of t..,.e estimates had been completed and the

budget document submitted for the ap^rov^l of the legislature, it is

advisable to make a publicity campaign to make known the scope and possi

bilities of the new system, and an effort should be made, in particular, to

assist and guiae the parliament with a view to facilitating a proper

analysis of and approach to the new form of budget.

188. There is a n.ed for organizational changes in public administration;

this creates difficulties in defining programmes because of the inflexibility

of the existing administrative structure in m.ny countries. Such changes

ought not to be undert^en during the first year of the new system ,but should

instead be proposed when the implementation of the budget programmes began

to disclose inefficiency, duplication of services, ana unnecessary or out

dated activities. Once government activities had been identified in the first

stage of the technique's application, the specific activities of each

subordinate agency could be determined, together with their cost. Thereafter,

as the direction taken by development plans became clearer, the scheme of

budget programmes could be perfected and the acaini&trative organization of

the units responsible for their execution improved. But in the first year

stePs would have to be taken to establish well-organized central buaget

agencies which would ensure t,e satisfactory operation of the system, and

provide more reliable information on the results and on the personnel and

input requirements of each individual programme,to be used in preparing

future bud^ts. In action, buc^etary plannino ana programming offices

should be established in the ministries from one outset, to carry out the

work of sectoral planning, anu preparation ana implementation of the budget

in the fields concerned. Such offices would serve as permanent links with

the central budget agencies ana with the central planning office.

189. In this connexion is interesting the consideration of the question of
the cental budget agency location. It is possible to make it either a part

of th, central plannin, office, at the level of the office of the President,

or placing it in the Ministry of Finance. It may be, on the one hand,

convenient for purposes of orientation, co-ordination and control at all

government levels if the central budget agency is at the highest level,
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close "to tho centre of decic^on for government action. On the o bher hand,

for purposes of "budget execution, particularly in the fiscal domain, the

"budget office ,nust be closely linked with the Ministry of Finance, whidh is

responsible for tiie Government's financial action. If the "budget office

is located witnin the Ministry of Finance, there cxo no obstacles for a

close co-ordinaticn "between that office and the central planning office.

190. In many countries there is a division of work. The central budget_

"bureau deals with the recurrent "budget, and the planning office with the

capital budget. In this solution a close work between both offices is

essential if a necessary link between recurrent and capital expenditures

will be planned inside a national strategy for development.

3• Forms to be used for the preparation of the budget

191 • For the preparation of t__e annual budget, inside ti±e frame of a

long or medium term development plan, is necessary the introduction of

appropriate forms envisaged to obtain the information required.

192. A well-planned system of budgetary forms will help a great deal in the

success of tha programme budget. At le^st, three different types of forms

can be prepared to be submitted with the general instruction circular to the

government agencies aJ: t,.: "beginning of a new budget cycle: 1. Forms for

obtaining the general information of a Ministry budget. 2. Forms for the

presentation of inaiviuual operating prograoi-iies. 3° Forms for the presen

tation of individual investment progranmes.

193* Simplified examples of these forms are included here. The purpose of

the inclusion of this pattern is to help the countries in the planning

process of their budget.
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.a) Forms for the general, information, of a rlinistry Budget

OF

Memorandum of the estimates of expenditure under Heads controlled

by the uinistry of

(Description of the long and/or medium term policy, inside the frame

of development plans, and the achievements programmed for next year).
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2. Estimate of the amount required for the fiscal year ending

i \ ■

Head Programmes Recurrent

Expendi

ture

Develop

ment Ex

penditure

Total

expen

diture

Less

Credit

Total

jmount

Facilities, Required

TOTAL

TOTAL

(Foreign Exchange component)
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Classification of expenditures fry sectors.

rograra.nes
hecurrent Development; Total

Kicpenditare | Expenditure! Esti
mate
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4. Classification of expenu.itu.re "by economic items.-

Economic items

TOTAL

Actual Revised Estimates

Estimates
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5• Classification of .expenditure by

Details

I Total ,Perso-fNon-

i'persojixpen-

ditu-

res

TOTAL

nal

ser- Inal

•- rials
■ {

rent

and trans

vices jser- aup-

iJvices plies

fers

3
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1.

b) Forms for the preparation of operating programmes

OPERATING PHOGFl.uI.'I ES

(RECURRENT EXF^NDITU1 IE S )

MINISTRY OF

PROGRAMS

HEAD "

Narrative statement

2. Expenditures

Sab-

Head

Item Sab-

Item

Details

Potal

Expenditures

Account

Number

Actual

■ a > •

Estimate

• ■ ■ •

Estimate

■ • • •

Foreign

Excii&n-

ge com

ponent

i

\
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-> •

Sstci"h:.ishiient f Grade
Salaries Scale

(Code)
Estl.ia.te

1965
Estimate

1966
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5. ^ of

t r

1 Sub- "j Item j Sub- ' Expenditure

j Head i Jte.ii by objects

Total | Acti

1 vity

p"-*~

i

i
(

J

i
i

- \*<

. :...— .

1
5

\
i

1

I
I

\
i

(in!;;.,

ltv ?\ 'i
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Description, of activities

Activity ( 1 )

Activity ( 2))

Activity ( 3 )

Activity ( 4 )
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c) Forms for the preparation of Investment programmes

_ Pij.-JCT PL.-JI

MINISTRY OP .<.....- ...... . ...

FROGU^IME ..,.....*..........■

HEAD ......,>..,..».....<-*••

1. Description

2. suiaa ar:

Actual

i

>

Actual

1

1966

Estimates

i

. . ..

1967
Projection

1968 ■

Projection
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Cost of Programmes and Proioct

Sab-

4 Heac

1

j
i

1

i

t

•

_

- - Items ' Sub-

1 ■ Itan

j

i
i
i

j
j

j
(
I

f

i
j

j <

i

1

<l

',

1

!

i

s

1
i

i
1

!
i

f

1
i

t

i

I
l

1

1
i

!

j

r

i

i

i

Details

2

i

i

t

TOTAL

1

. Accouni

1 Number

I

i

j

I

Uevisedj Actual

total ? expen-

cost ofj dituire

projects' to.. ..

4 | 5
., i

I

i

1 •

j

:

i

i

L ^sticiicitej Projec-

1966 I tion

1967
i

t

i 7

i

i

1

1

I
i

J
J

! Pro
ject! on

1968

8
t

J

1

•

)

j

j

,.

t
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4. Description of projects -J

Project (1)

(Purposes: economic benefits) |

(Target) work Load Unit of Actual Estimate Promotion! Projection
Measurement 1965 .1.966 .1962 *n£a

(Kesoarces)

(Observations)

Project (2)

( The same)

1/ Notes In every pioject a description mast be made on the purposes and
_/ economic'benefits of the project, showing the accomplishment in

physical units. Also schedule cUtes, mentioning commencement and
completion. The resours to be used - like man power, machinery,
raw-fliaterials, etc. must be included. Finally, observations on

the problems to be solved must be included.




